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she said, were marked "emergency
UNDOING OF THE
fund."
WERE ALSO PUT
Eugene A. Clancy, San Francisco,
LABOR LEADERS Herbert
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ESCAPING CONVICTS
IN WYOMING SPREAD

TERROR TO PEOPLE
THEY ARE DESPERATE MEN AND HAVE SECURED
IS STILL ON IN PRISON WHICH
CONVICTS

HAVE BEEN

WEAPONS AND

IS GUARDED

FROM

HORSES-FIGH-

T

WITHOUT-SEVER-

AL

SHOT BY POSSES

WARDEN BADLY INJURED WHEN HIS
PONY FALLS CRUSHING HIS LEG
X X X

XXX
DEAD:

X X X X

Charles Stressner, barber, shot
by convicts.
Antonio Paro, leader of escaping convicts, shot by deputy.

WOUNDED:
Bert Talbert, liveryman, stabbed by Antone Paze.
shot by Marshal
Convict,
Hayes.
Two more convicts shot by
posse.

xxxxxxxxxx

Rawlins,

Wyo.,

Oct.

14.

Warden

Fix Alston was compelled today to
yield direction of a search for convicts who escaped from the Wyoming
penitentiary

Saturday

to

subordi-

nates. He is confined to his bed with
a badiy crushed leg which he received

yesterday when his horse fell.
Early today it was reported that
Warden Alston had resumed the chase
shortly after his return to Rawlins
about 2 o'clock this morning; and in
the excitement prevailing here, It did
not become known that the warden
had been injured severely until about
noon.
Prison officials say that all men at
large are desperate characters and
probably will not be taken alive.
Convict Elliott, who was captured
in a caboose here, is credited with
having shot Charles Stressner, according to prison guards. An inquest will
be held over Stressner's body
Stressner, it is said, was largely responsible for his own death. .Authorities declare that Stressner attempted
t capture the escaping convicts with
an empty shot gun. It is said he threw
up his gun and ordered the men to
surrender, but as It was not loaded
could not make his "bluff" stick.
It
is understood that all convicts who
escaped yesterday, when recaptured,
will be tried on a murder charge.
Heavily armed posses from Rawlins,
Saratoga and Baggs started out at
daybreak this morning to scour the
IRocky hills between here and the Colorado line, and if possible, capture or
kill the escaped convicts from the
Wyoming penitentiary who are in hiding. The searchers have orders to
shoot to kill on sight. Several of the
convicts are armed and no quarter Is
expected on either side.
A report reached here this morning
that another convict had been shot
five miles south of town, but this has
not been verified.
Warden Alston, who was in the hills
hunting for the convicts who escaped Saturday, learned of yesterday's
outbreaw when he returned to town
at 2 o'clock this morning. He immediately took charge of the search,
leading the new posse which left Rawlins at daybreak. Deputy Sheriff Taylor is. in command of the men from
Saratoga.
No report has been received from
the posse which last night surrounded six escaped convicts in a canon
south of Rawlins. The men In hiding are among a
dozen or more convicts who escaped
trom the state penitentiary here late
yesterday afternoon, after they had
overpowered the guards within the

UNION MEN WILL
NOT HANDLE ORE

By

NON-UNIO-

N

Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct 14.
(Rather than assist in handling
ore from Bingham, 150 machinists
and electricians at the Utah Copper
'mills at Garfield, walked out this
morning, bringing the number of strikers at the mills of the American
Smelter to about 600. The smelter
.is operating with its reduced force.
Ely, Nev., Oct. 14. One hundred
men were put to work at Copper Flat
this morning by the Nevada Consolidated Mining company, whose employes are on Btrike. There have been
so hostile demonstrations.
Several steamshovel men have been
engaged to go to work but the shovels
were not started this morning. This
.action may cause a walkout at the
mill and smelter at McGlll, as the
union men there adopted resolutions
to remain at work only while no attempt was made to break the strike at
non-unio- n

--

the

mines.

DENVER PHYSICIAN DEAD.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 14. Dr. W. H.

Buchtel, a well known physician, was
found dead about 2 o'clock this afternoon in his down town office. The
cause of the death has not been learned definitely, but it is believed to be
heart disease.

William
F McCombs, of New York, chairman
of the national democratic committee,
told the Clapp committee investigating
campaign funds todayd that $20S,000
had been contributed to the fund this
year on behalf of Governor Wilson's
nomination. Mr. McCombs produced a
list of contributors to the Wilson
fund.
Following were the principal
nomination contributions.
Frederick C. Penfield, $12,000; William F. McCombs, $11,000; Charles N.
Smith, $1,000; Charles R. Crane,
H. J. Barret $2,500; F. B. Roberts, $2,500; Gep. F. Handel, $2,500;
R. Magill, $2,500;
Abram J. Elkus,
$12,500; Marvey Thomas, $6,000; J. P.
Pheland, $1,000; Daniel Fellows Piatt,
$20,000;
$2,500; Henry Mergenthau,
Cleveland H. Dodge and Princeton
friends, $85,800; Irving T. Bush,
Joseph F. Guffey, a Princeton
friend of William P. McCombs, $1,850;
Samuel Untermeyer, $7,000; Collected
through William G. McAdoo, $3,600,
of which amount Jacob H. Schiff gave
$2,500. Mr. McCombs testified that the
d
$12,500 credited tq Frederick C.
was all the money that contributor had given.
Senator Dixon of the Roosevelt forces has testified that he understood
Mr. Penfield had made "huge contributions."
While his prepared statement totalled only $193,565, Mr. McCombs said
the total expense for the campaign
had amounted to $208,193. He said
that represented all the money expended and that no other funds had
been collected and disbursed to his
knowledge.
Alton B. Parker, democratic presidential candidate of 1904, was questioned about expenditures of that
campaign. He said he had no knowledge of contributions to the democratic fund but had given instructions
that nothing was to be accepted from
corporations.
Mr. Parker said he had only hearsay evidence about republican contributions of 1904 and had based his
charges of that year on that evidence.
Thomas Fortune Ryan was mentioned today as a contributor to two
Democratic
campaign
funds before the senate campaign
contributions investigating committee. Lieutenant Governor Hugh L.
Nichols, of Ohio, said Mr. Ryan gave
$77,000 to Governor Harmon's fund
and Senator Bankhead credited Mr.
Ryan with $35,000 contributed to the
Underwood fund.
Washington, D. C, Oct.

14.

$10,-00-

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 14. Checks
by which the government charges the
executive board of the International
Association of Bridge and Structural
Iron Workers allowed J. J. McNamara
$1,000 a month to buy explosives
were identified by Mrs. A. J. Hull of
Omaha at the dynamite conspiracy
trial today. Mrs. Hull, who was a
at the
bookkeeper for McNamara
Iron Workers headquarters in Indianapolis when explosions about the
country were frequently testified that
the checks were signed by Frank M.
Ryan, president, and by McNamara as

ALL BALKAN STATES

and Moufton H. Davis are alleged to
have voted the money to McNamara.

WILL JOIN IN WAR

PROSECUTOR FACES
A GRAVE

CHARGE.

ON TURKEY AT ONCE

Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 14. Guy
Eddie, prosecutor and official adviser
of public morals, was served with a
second warrant today, charging him
with having contributed to the delin- OTTOMAN'S REFUSAL OF ANY INTERFERENCE BY POWERS
quency of a minor girl. The comTO AVERT BLOODY CONFLICT MAKES IT CERTAIN THAT
plainant, Alma Jonos, aged 19, Is an
WILL COME AND WILL COME QUICKLY
octoroon. Eddie fainted when the
warrant was served upon him.

FINAL

BREACH

OFFICIALS TOLD TO BD READY

MORE DAMAGING STORIES
cHRE TOLD BY GAMBLERS

TO TAKE PASSPORTS AND GET OUT

$1,-00-

prison, took their weapons from thein
and fled down the main streets and
through the yards of private homes,
terrorizing men, women and children.
The convicts paused in their mad
daBh for freedom when they came
upon a livery barn, secured mounts,
then sped toward the hills, before
citizens could arm and give chase. Antone Faze, a Mexican, heralded as
leader of the convicts in their break
for liberty, was shot to death by Deputy Sheriff Hugh Rogner, who saw the
Mexican as he started on horseback
for the hills, after having slashed Bert
Talbert across the face and head with
a butcher knife. Talbert is the
owner of the livery barn.
Charles Stressner, a barber, was
shot to death while walking along the
street. Five of the convicts who escaped yesterday were captured last
night. They were: Convicts Elliott,
Frazer, Stewart, Burke and Gilmore.
Desperate fighting was reported in
convicts and
the prison between
guards, following the outbreak, but reports that several men, both guards
and convicts, were killed before quiet
was restored late at night, are unconfirmed. Even of the 20 convicts who
broke out of the penitentiary Saturday afternoon after overpowering the
cell house keeper and securing his
keys, are still at large.
Reports received here at noon Btate
that Sheriff McCourt, of Sweetwater
county, and five deputies are close on
the trail of Convicts Richardson and
Burke, sentenced for murder, and Convict Backstrum, a short term man, in
the hills several, miles, south of Rawlins. The report stales that Back-struis wounded but still is able to "THE CAUSE," SAYS JOHNSON.
ride. The convicts are mounted and
Springfield, Ohio, Oct. 14. Governarmed.
or Johnson today opened his third
Mike"
"Red
Convicts Bert Dalton,
Ohio invasion with a speech to a
and another prisoner, whom Warden
one third of whose members
crowd,
Alston was pursuing yesterday are were women and progressive lead
said to have crossed the railroad about ers.
thirty miles west of ixawlins, headed
"Men count little in this campaign,"
for the Colorado line.
the
governor said. "They are imoutCanon City, Colo., Oct. 14. The
only in the aspect that they
portant
break at the Wyoming penitentiary have the power to carry out the progof
me
apprehensive
does not make
ressive legislation that the people are
any trouble in the Colorado prison," demanding and in their records of
said Warden Thomas J. Tynan today. past performances.
"In fact I am going to send" fifty more
"And that is why I said little about
men out on road work this week. Far men in my address. I love to dwell
of
from convincing me that my plan
upon the cause.'"
giving the men liberty in road camps
is a mistake, the Wyoming trouble
has made me more certain than ever
that I'm right. Why, I have within
twenty miles of the Wyoming line
more than half as many men as there
are in the Wyoming penitentiary.
They are under the supervision of
unarmed overseers. At night there
is one armed guard in the camp and
he's a convict.
"The Wyoming system is entirely
different from that in force' in Colorado. We have the road work system, while they use the factory plan.
I attribute the few escapes in Colorado partly to the strict laws of the
state, and partly to a common sense
method of handling prisoners. The
men in the road gangs put in eight
hours of the hardest kind of work
exery day and men who do that are
not likely to lie awake nights thinking up plans to escape."
Pen-fiel-

R.
New York, Oct. 14. Winfleld
Shehan, secretary of Police Commissioner Waldo, was the first witness
called by the prosecution this morning when the trial of former Police
Lieutenant Becker was resumed.
Shehan, who Is a former newspaper
man, was asked, to identity nis signature on a document handed to him by
Assistant District Attorney Moss.
The document was a communication addressed to Becker and attached thereto were letters identified by
the witness as having been in his
opinion written by Becker. Shehan
said he had signed the document at
the direction of Commissioner Waldo. On the plea that the witness had
given only his "opinion" as to the
of Becker's signature,
authenticity
the defense objected to the introduction of the papers. Justice Goff refused to allow the papers to be admitted and "Bridgie" Webber was
called.
He said his real name was Louis
and that he was a gambler. He had
known Herman Rosenthal for 10
years, having first met him in Jack
Rose's place and the next time in
front of his (Webber's) poker rooms.
"Did you ever have conversation
with Becker about Rosenthal?" "Yes,
with Harry Vallon and Jack Rose,
the latter part of June. Becker said
is trying to do me in every
"the d
way. He was trying to see Waldo, the
commissioner, and now he's going to
has got
get to Whitman. That d
to be stopped. He's got to be croaked before he gets to Whitman."
"I said, 'Charlie, that's a pretty
dangerous. th1ngs'Wdo, to murder a
man.' "
"That's all right,' said Becker,
'he's got to be stopped.' "
"Bridgie" told of a subsequent
meeting with Becker.
"What are you doing about that
d
Rosenthal,' Becker said to me.' "
Webber testified. " 'He's doing me
he's got to be croaked.' I said,
'Charley, he's going to be taken care
of. You're liable to see it in the papers any day.' "
The witness then" told of meeting
Rose and telling him of Becker's insistence that "the Job" be done.
Webber described the inception of
the murder plot. Rose had agreed to

get the four gun men together at his
poker rooms on the night of June 15.
saw
On that night, he (Webber)
Becker and Jack Sullivan at a prize
fight, left them and went to his poker
rooms. "Lefty Louie", Jack Rose,
Harry Vallon, Gyp, the Blood, Sam
Schepps and Dago Frank appeared on
the scene, Bridgie said.
"Rose asked me if I knew where
Rosenthal was," Webber testified. "1
went to the Metropole and saw Rosenthal there. I came back to my
place and said Rosenthal is in the
Metropole. Then they all went out
but Rose. I stayed five minutes and
then left."
Webber said he was not at the
scene of the murder until after Rosenthal had been shot.
"I saw the body on the sidewalk,"
he testified. He met Becker after the
murder near his poker rooms with
Jack Rose and Jack Sullivan. " 'I congratulate you, Jack a good job,' said
Becker,' " Webber testified.
"This is terrible, Charley," said
Rose.
"They've got the number of
the machine."
"Never mind," said Becker, "I'll
take care of you and the gang."
Webber testified he heard Becker
say at the time: "I just saw him
(Rosenthal) laying there in the police
station and I'd like to have taken my
knife and cut out his tongue as a
warning for future squealers."
"Then Becker said," the witness
continued, "I passed the Cadillac
about 1:30 in my machine and told
the chauffeur to go slow so that if I
seen that
Rosenthal up against
the wall there I could have taken a
shot at him."
Webber next corroborated Rose's
story as to paying him $1,000 to get
the murder crew out of town, and
was turned over to the defense.
"Were you ever raided?" asked Attorney Mclntyre.
"Yes."
The witness told of half a dozen
raids on various gambling places he
had conducted. "You've been a gambler all your life, haven't you?"
"Yes."
The witness admitted that his plate
was an opium joint, but insisted that
he never had taken opium or morphine himself, though he had sold
opium to others for two years.

Pedgoritza, Oct. 14. The Montene- grin troops yesterday occupied anoth-- !
er position still closer to the town of
Guainye, according to the official report of General Vukotwich, commander of that division of the Montenegrin army. The Turks offered stubborn resistance and suffered heavy
losses, according to the general. The
Montenegrins also occupied yesterday two other Turkish positions commanding Gusinye.
Constantinople, Oct. 14. The Turkish government declines to allow the
powers to intervene in the question of
Macedonian affairs. Its reply to the
representatives of the powers was
amhanded to the
bassador here this morning.
Belgrade, Servia, Oct. 14. A body
of Turkish troops crossed the Servian
frontier at Ristovatz, near Vranya, at
5 o'clock this morning and
attacked
the Servians there.
Fighting went on throughout the
day along the frontier. The reports of.
cannon firing could be heard at Vran-yecoining from the direction of Ristovatz and Vilogoske.
A dispatch from the frontier says
the Servians were surprised but succeeded in repulsing the Turkish attack.
London, Oct. 14. Turkey today
took up the gauntlet 'tnrown down by
Austro-Hungaria-

n

BOOZE GOES
AT DENVER CARNIVAL.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 14. Regardless

the Balkan states and events In the far
east crowded close upon another to
nusien wnai ib oeuevea 10 oo uio inevitable general outbreak.
The sultan's government formally
declined the proffered interference in
Us proposed introduction of reforms
In Macedonia and coincidently assumed the offensive
itself, including
at
Servia.
Servia's representative
Constantinople, as well as those of
Greece and Bulgaria, were notified by
the government today to prepare to
leave on a moment's notice. The participation of Greece in the conflict was
almost assured by the Athen's government's deliverance of an ultimatum
demanding the release of Greek ships
seized at Constantinople.
More success has followed the determined advance of the Montenegrin,
armies under King Nicholas and
Prince Danello. The Montenegrins
lost 100 killed and wounded in their
attack on the town of Byelopolye In
the Sanjak of Novipazar, says an official report received by the Montenegrin consul general here, and the
Turks fled after the battle to Sientza,
and are said to have suffered heavily.
General Martinovich's advance guard
encountered a body of Turkish troops
from Tarakosch and inflicted a loss
of 300 killed and wounded during the
battle while the Montenegrin casual- tieB totaled 100.
NEW YORK HERALD'S

NO

of the recent decision of the state supreme court In granting a writ of
liquor
supersedeas in the
cases, President A; A. Blakeley, of
the Are and police board, announced
today that the laws governing the
sale of liquor in cafes and hotels on
Sunday and after midnight will be
enforced. Blakeley holds that the
police must enforce the law while it
is on the statute books.
This is
taken to mean that the lid will be on
tight during carnival week.
d

POLL.

The following telegram was receivat Santa Fe, October 14th, 1912.
New York, Oct. 13, via Chicago, 111..

ed

Oct. 13, 1912.
Miguel A. Otero,

Santa Fe, N. M.
Third New York Herald nation-wid- e
Herald Is
poll printed this morning.
most bitterly opposing Roosevelt and
progressive party yet its poll shows
Roosevelt and Johnson pluralities in
Illinois 167,000 over Wilson; 276,000
over Taft.
Michigan Roosevelt plurality over
Wilson, 28,000; over Taft, 55,000.
ROOSEVELT TAKES A REST.
Connecticut Roosevelt
plurality
Col.
RooseChicago, 111., Oct. 14
velt refrained from speech making to- over Wilson, 4000; over Taft, 37,000.
over
Idaho Roosevelt
plurality
day in order to save his voice and
rest the muscles of his throat which Wilson, 25,000; over Taft, 30,000.
Washington Roosevelt
plurality
developed soreness yesterday.
over Wilson 28,000; over Taft, 71,000.
Herald's poll indicates Taft will only
carry two states by narrow margins.
Wyoming by 600; Utah by less than
In all other states except
11,000.
six, poll indicates Taft will run third
except Connecticut where Taft takes
fourth place. Debs leads him by
accdrding to Herald poll. Roosevelt leads Taft In New York by 104,-00New Jersey, 24,000; Maryland,
25,000; Indiana, 95,000; West Virginia, 40,000; Kansas, 35,000; Oklahoma, 30,000; Nebraska, 28,000; Iovfs,
62.000; Arizona, 500; South Dakota,
15,000; California, 40,000; Nevada,
Missouri, 40,000; Kentucky,
15,-00- 0,

0;

0;

58,-00-

Herald poll puts Montana, Maine,
Vermont in doubtful list.
Herald's
estimates are based on individual
polls of one hundred fifty-fou- r
thousand seven hundred seventy-on- e
voters scattered throughout all states.
(Signed) JOSEPH M. DIXON
Chairman .National Committee.

TASMANIA HAS
DISASTER IN
BIG COAL MINE

NATIONAL

PARK MEN
MEET IN CONVENTION.

Yosemite Valley, Calif., Oct. 14.
The second annual conference of
national park superintendents
was
called to order by Secretary of the Interior Fischer today with a brief explanation of its purposes. The superintendents, he said, were to constitute
an advisory board for the better conduct of national reservations. Arranged in bundles of 100, great stacks
of telegrams were presented to the
secretary today urging that Yosemite
national park be thrown open to automobiles. As the secretary looked
over the pile he remarked:
"That's about the poorest way I
know to obtain permission from the
government"

Hobart, Tasmania, Oct. 14. Hundreds of rescuers are battling against
flames and smoke to save eighty-nin- e
entombed miners at the North Mount
Lyell mine. The fire started through
the blowing out of a motor fuse last
Saturday. In a few minutes dense
black clouds of smoke began to pour
from the mouth of the main tunnel,
where 150 men were known to be
working.
Tottering and exhausted, 76 men
who had been working at the 700 foot
level, succeeded in reaching the surface through the smoke that, time and
again threatened to suffocate them.
One died after he got out.

SCORPIONS

ROUT WORKMEN.

Venice, Cal., Oct. 14. While engaged in digging a well on the property
of L. C. Barthel today, a force of
workmen in the employ of the Edison company were driven from the

'
DEADLY GASOLINE
'
BURNS UP THREE.

Oxnard, Calif., Oct 14. 'Mrs. J.
Ferdmadez and her three small children were burned to death early today when a can of gasoline exploded,
setting fire to their home. With her
clothing in flames, the woman rushed
to the children's bed in an effort to
save them, but only spread the flames
and before aid arrived, the house was
burned to the ground.

IN FINAL EFFORT

JCHBWBSKraBOB

SEEING 4V JlCVIfV& TRlC TVRE,.

j1J&3S&JXttttJ&L&B03u R L

work by a large number of scorpions
vhich were found in a pocket in the
earth near an old stump. The workmen hastily retired to a field nearby
while the scorpions spread over the
There was at
Barthel property.
least 300 of the creatures, all indignantly marching with their curved
tails in V I Jr.

UJ

TWO
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The Little Store

HERE IS

A

east of Doming. Alex pumps his
ter for irrigation about twenty-fiv-

REAL

MONDAY, OCTOBER

'

wa-e

feet.
n
Land Commissioner Robert P.
is spending a few days in Dem-inon business.
11. H. Sims and J. F.
Sattley of
Las Cruces, paid a short visit to
Deming Friday en route by automobile to Columbus, N. M.
Jno. F. Williard, of the Western
Gas Engine Co., Los Angeles, has been
In Deming several days.
He is installing a contrivance on the engine
of John Hund to permit the use of a
cheaper fuel. The test made yesterday revealed the fact that the device
made a saving of twenty per cent
using No. 2 Solas oil over the fuel
consumption of the same oil without
the device. Mr. Williard states that
this device will cut the price in two
when the proper fuel is obtained.

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

Er-vle-

g

DYSPEPSIA CURE

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

"Soltaire "

Goods.

"Pape's Diapepsin" Settles
Soure upset Stomachs

the

in Five Minutes.

Always the Leader

Do some foods you eat hit back
tRste good, but work badly; ferment

14, 1912,

The Original and Only Absolutely

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

is a critical period weakened
throats, delicate bronchial
tubes and unsound lungs often
follow; sometimes impaired
sight or hearing.

A

Money andFuel Saver

Holds Fire for J6 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mdkc
Selection
'
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

But if SCOTTS EMULSION
token promptly and regularly

iur

0?

A'Xi

into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
after the fever subsides it
sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
and effectually requickly
Mrs. Dyspeptic jot this down: Pape's
stores
appetite, strength and
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
flesh.
nothing to sour and upset you. There
to you
Demonstrating
never was anything so safely quick,
the advaotagsstobehad
so certainly effective. No difference
how badly your stomach is disordered
in Purchasing a Coles.
8outhern Corner Plaza, 8anU Fe. Telephone No. 40.
you will get happy relief in five mi- ROOSEVELT IS
WITH
ALU CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
nutes, but what pleases you most is
;XV-L2L
U .J
BUY A COLES HEATER
POPULAR BACK
and regulates
that it strengthens
your stomach so you can eat your faAND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
IN NEW YORK
vorite foods without fear.
FOR SOFT COAL
relief
Most
remedies give you
Mica doors are extra large fitted in reColes original down draft. This is the
old
r.:id
machine
there
the
.New
York
uprising
14.
N.
Oct.
A
Y.,
sometimes they are slow, but not
City,
stove for the home, the office and all
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
Mr. De
public places. It requires little or no
sure. Diapepsin is quick, positive disinterested poll of the smoking car was completely smashed.
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
attention
and Is known to be the most
Spanish-AmericaBaca
receive
a
will
big
the "Radiant".
and puts your stomach in a healthy ori Train No 245 of the New York
bervicable and economical of all stoves.
vote in the
counties, takcondition so the misery won't come Central arriving in New York 8:04 A.
ing practically all of it from the reM. Oct. 3, gave these results:
WOOD -- DAVIS
back.
HADWARE COMPANY.
publican party iron. Harvey B.
Taft
You feel different as soon as Diapep2
for
democratic
nominee
the
14Ph0ne - " ' Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
Wilson
sin comes in contact with the stomach
20
congress is now in the northern counSote Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
22
distress
vanishes your Roosevelt
just
ties and reports rrceived here are to
5.
Undecided
stomach gets sweet, no gases, no
the effect that he is making a preALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages belching, no eructations of undigested
The Chicago Record-Herald- ,
an
cinct to precinct canvas and that his
food, your head clears and you feel
paper, publishes this mornThe
meetings are well attended.
fine.
ing the following straw votes:
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
democratic organization in the northGo now, make the best investment
Masonic Temple Chicago: Koosevelt ern counties
have mapped out his
you ever made by getting a large fifty-cen- t 81, Taft 2G, Wilson 50.
route
and he is traveling by
case of Pape's Diapepsin from
Good Roads Convention, Peoria, 111.: auto carefully
and wagon into the precincts
five
in
You
store.
realize
any
Roosevelt 49, Taft 24, Wilson 42.
drug
Phone Black
Phone Black
far from the railroads.
minutes how needless it is to suffer
Illinois Bankers Convention, Peoria:
Mr. Armijo returnedd here Satur45
fiom indigestion, dyspepsia or any Roosevelt 31, Taft 42, Wilson 40.
day night, spent today in Santa Fe
E ARE STRONG FOR SWIFT. You will
stomach disorder.
A vote taken on the C. R. I. P. Train
county and will leave at once for
trom Chicago to Denver yesterday olher counties. The old
we say. Those
be, too, if you do
republican
gave 36 to Roosevelt, 24 to Wilson and machine is being hard hit on all U
AMUSEMENTS
SWIM 'S PREMIUM HAMS and BACON
lb to Taft. Six women voted.
sides and it is generally conceded that
AND SOCIETIES
Dawson Coal
A poll taken at the B. & O. Railroad it will not be able to stand the strain
Iola
fresh every week
received
you
PORTLAND CEMENT Sawed Wood
yesterday, resulted in 82 votes and that Its candidate will run a sorEl Toro
AT DEMING office
to
need
make
for Roosevelt, 16 for Wilson and none ry third in the coming election.
for Taft.
Both Mr. Fergusson and Mr. de
Deming, N. M., Oct. 14. The DemCAD
At the Marshall Law School yester- Baca wish it understood that they are
Why, say We have the largest line of
ing Lyceum Bureau announces the day the vote stood 22 for Roosevelt, waking the campaign
I Ui MjlVfH
LUilLII
COLD LUNCH MEATS in the city, and
purely on the
following list of attractions for the 15 for Wilson, 11 for Taft, 4 for Debs, issoes of the parties they represent
they are not old and musty.
Concert 4 not voting.
coming season: Waterman
and that they are not indulging in
company, Oct. 31; Hon. Geo. D. Alden
In a large manufacturing plant on personal attacks upon each other
Nov. 29; Strollers Male Quartet, Dec. me
IN
candidates. They
uui iuwetii Blue 01 umcago at a nor upon oppo-.in- g
31; Ben Greet Players
March 14; poll taken yesterday out of 308 em- are pursuing the same line of arguAll Kinds of Building Materials.
ment as each made in their opening
Ralph Bingham, April 14.
HAVE YOU TRIED THEM?
ployes, 282 voted for Roosevelt.
The Southwestern New Mexico Fair
the New York Evening World.) speeches and are leaving the matter
(From
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
association was organized here yes
The Colonel is home again after a of the success of their candidates and
Vard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.
of their respective
tickets in the!
terday. Frank Nordhaus was elected ten thousand mile
swing. He was
president of the association, and S. the healthiest looking "sick man" who hands of the voters, as against the!
Phone, Red 100
R. Braselton, secretary.
Phone, Red 100
Phone, Red 100
The organi- ever
off a train. He was plottings of the old republican ma- 'PHONE 262.
zation will be capitalized at $10,000. there stepped
with the smile, there with the chine.
R. Bedichek was appointed a commit
laugh, there with the new hat fresh
tee of one to investigate and report from the
WHY IT SUCCEEDS
ring and not a dent in it.
on a suitable location for the fair "Do
you still feel like a bull moose?"
grounds, and the terms upon which somebody asked him. "Do I look Because It's For One Thing Only, and
such location can be secured.
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
The feeble?" he retorted, and the crowd
stock of the association will be placed laughed with him and cheered him.
Nothing can Im good ror everything.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
on the market at $10 per share. It is "I'm the first Presidentail candidate
Doing one thing well brings sucthe purpose of this organization to who has campaigned against the Re- cess.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
build up a fair which will be thor- publican party in the south in
sixty
thing only.
oughly representative of southwest years," said the Colonel.
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
For weak or disordered kidneys.
ern New Mexico.
'President Taft arrived from Wash- Here is Santa Fe evidence to prove
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
A patron's club of the Deming pub-- ington a little over a week ago at the
lie schools has been organized with depot. Four newspapermen and one their worth.
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
Mrs.
P. K. Connaway as president, camera greeted him. Six cameras
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
"For several
and Mrs. O. H. Cooper secretary. covered the Colonel as he stepped Fe, N. Mex., says:
THESE DAYS OP MODERN METHMontezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
There are thirty members at present. from his private car. A score of years I had trouble from my back and
was
to
It
me
for
hard
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporThe club will hold
meet- newspaper men swooped down on him kidneys.
to
to
work,
in
him
loins
hear
and
owing
he
my
had
to
pains
say
nothing
is
to establish a
ings. Its purpose
tant part. The grandfather would
a sudden movement aggravated
aiy
close.r relationship between the pat- say. He said it and the crowd cheertrouble.
ed.
rest
was
He
a
be amazed at the radiance of the moddisturbed
My
said
he
didn't want to be disby
rons and the school authorities.
too frequent desire to void the kidney
turbed
at
More
cheers.
Bay.
Oyster
The
present enrollment in the pubWOODY STAGE LINE
ern home and why all this light? To
were
OPEN DAY AND N1QHT
lic schools shows a 25 per cent in The Colonel raised his hat. The in- secretions and the passages
and
Public
statements
scanty
crowd
A
wo
cheered
painful.
make the borne more homelike to make
again.
crease over the enrollment for the creasing
Prom
La Salle Restaurant
local
man
who
had
given
by
used
her
people
the
pushed
way
through
same
period last year.
BARRANCA TO TAOS
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect, inWord has been received from El crowd with her baby in her arms.
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
duced
me
to
reI
them.
to
Meets Both North South Paso
she
said
found
try
the
"See,"
for
child, "that
father, mother and children. Good light
that the excursion of El Paso
lief at once and after 1 had finished
Telephone II.
Bounds Trains.
business men sixty strone will visit man there? That's Col. Roosevelt. the contents of
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
one box, my back was
That's our next President." "Goo,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of Deming Monday next.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Start.
free
from
now
cheered
are
President
Taft
My
pain.
kidneys
goo!"
desired.
Becalar Meals 25 cents.
the north bound train and arrives at
The Deming real estate board re- came with a baby.
guard. The Colonel normal and I feel better in every
Taos at 7 p. m.
Booms for Bent 25c and 50c
ports the following sales this week; didn't need one. He had the crowd way."
Short Orders at All Hoars.
Ten miles shorter than any other 320 acres to Edw. M. Price; 160 acres with him. A colored porter with a red
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50
way. Good cover
hacks and good to B. Fitzgerald; 80 acres to Wm. cap pushed his way through the cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Buffalo,
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams Atkinson; 160 acres to Wm. Castro; crowd, his eyes
and his New York, sole agents for the United
sparkling
fYaica Noodle Order SOo. a dlaa.
furnished commeroSal men to take In 160 acres to Dr. Clauson; 160 acres teeth
shining like new white dice. States.
Uw York Chop Suey Baa. the
surrounding towns. Wtro fcnbwde to Mrs. Hard wick; 60 acres to C. J. "Ah, welcome home, Cunnel," he
Remember the name Doan's and
Laughren; two bungalows to Jno. M. greeted, and the Colonel shook the take no other.
McTeer.
The total sales amount to outstretched hand.
about $15,000.
The news of the1 Colonel's coming
Dr. J. G. Moir leaves Saturday afspread through the depot like an
ternoon to attend a meetinK of the electric shock. Women took a chance
OTHINQ IS QUITE SO CONVENNew Mexico medical board.
of losing their trains in preference to
IENT as, to touch the button and
J. A. Mahoney has returned from losing a sight of the Bull Moose.
3 NIGHTS 3
the Albuquerque fair, having attend- Men stopped to raise their hats. Off
your stove is ready to cook your
ed while there the New Mexico fun went the Roosevelt lid. The Colonel
Starting Monday Night, Oct. 14
iron
eral
and
Bisbee,
directors
association.
was held up in sight of his auto and
ready to use, your toasted
Douglass
AMTA PF ToElPaso,
PRfiM
1 AUiU
I A I L all
or
camera
a
road
iorce
the
in
New
Arigovernment
agents.
by
family
CLARENCE
Mexico,
engineers
AUSKINGS
points
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuare at work surveying the remaining Bing, Snap! Plunk! "Let her go!"
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, vial NEW MEXICO
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
OFFERS
unsurveyed townships of this county, cried the Bull Moose Precious words
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Garrett Bean and family of Sander for the newspaper men. There were
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatJohn E. Frank Players
son, Texas, have arrived and will more cheers as the Colonel emerged
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
make this their future home. Mr. Gar into the open. Reporters pressed forFEATURING
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
rett has purchased two tracts of land ward to hear what the Bull Moose
day and n'ght Estimates and full inforhad to say to his family. A story was
in the valley which he will develop
NELLIE
to
on
built
mation cheeerfully given.
up
say."
"nothing
The state corporation represented being
AND
by its president Hugh II. Williams, M. The walk from the train to the waiting
a. urove, ana r.neir expert rate men motor car was worth a column to the
shook!
JOHN E. FRANK
will meet with the Deminir
busi. space writers. The Colonel
men Saturday at eleven o'clock, and hands with his chauffeur. More space.
late Musical Comedy Stars from
discuss rates affecting Deming. The A man with a banner displaying
and
Johnson
Roosevelt
of
Flower of the Ranch"
"The
photos
meeting will be held at the rooms of
hollered "three cheers for our next
and
the chamber of commerce.
The pavement shook, the
" The Golden Girl."
Alex Hamilton, the
old son President."
of Attorney R. F. Hamilton, netted windows above shrieked, the employes
cheered, the
thia
year from an acre of onions $200 of the Pennsyvania
For Rales an2 Full Information Address
Col
OPENING PLAY
on his father's place eight miles machine honk- honked and the Who
to
on
was
his
Bay.
Osyter
way
O. F. & P. AGENT,
was that Rhode lsiana uepuoucan
$100 REWARD, $100.
EL PASO, TEXAS.
said: "Now that Roosevelt is no
The readers of this paper will be who
a factor In the campaign!'
lcnger
pleased to learn that there is at least
A Three-AComedy-DramRooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
one dreaded disease that science has
s
Between
Acts
Vaudeville
been able to cure in all its stages, and CAMPAIGN IN
that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
FULL SWING
Is the only positive cure now known
Price, 25, 35 and 50 Cents.
FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop, to the medical
Catarrh
fraternity.
Seats on Sale MondaV at Fischer's Store.
being a constitutional
The campaign is now in full swing
disease, reFor Fruit Ladders, Step Ladtreatment and the respective candidates are
quires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally out among the voters. It has been ap
ders, Common Ladders, Iron
acting
directly on the blood and mu- parent from the opening of the re
Denver Hotel.
This is something new for
ing Tables, Upholstering, cous surfaces
of the system, thereby publican campaign in this city that
Furniture
All Golds
and
ail
Prices
Repairing
the
foundation
disnot
stem
of
BUFF
destroying
the
the
could
tide
QRPIN6T0US
Nathan
Jaffa
Right
rooms
S.C.
$3.00 per
$2.50
the patient strength and that the old republican machine
Kinds of Repair Work.
.'. ease, and giving the
of
A
Number
moderate priced rooms
constitution and was a complete wreck. Marcos C. de
by building up
IS THE MOTTO OF
104 Galisteo
day. Try one of
assisting nature in doing its work. Baca is now in Colfax county and is
Cockerels
Thoroughbred
SANTA FE, N. M The proprietors have so much faith
and you will be pleased. New Fire
Telephone 157 W.
making a complete canvas of the big
For sale at
In its curative powers that they offer kingdom. The expected uprising in
All work guaranteed first class.
Proof Annex, every room
One Hundred Dollars for any case that Valencia county appears to be at
$1.50 to $3.00
fails to cure. Send for list of tes hand, for he has been asked, through
ROOSTERS ONE YEAR OLD
i
timonials,
here to
progressive
headquarters
Address F. J. ' CHENEY & CO.. To make a canvas of every precinct there
$3.00 to $5.00
Ohio.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL
and he has agreed to accept the call.
Work for the New Mexican. It Is ledo,
A. Wheelon
Sold by all druggists, 75c. '
The recent trips of Mr. De Baca, Geo.
working for you, tor Santa Fe and
PHONE KM J ,
-Take Hall's Family Pills for consti Armijo and Miguel Otero through the
309
the new state.
. northern counties has resulted in an
pation,
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IIIPIIIC AF Ff Kft RFAMT1FUL
HOME ON LINCOLN AVENUE
near here or in various parts of the
state. ' "Once an Elk always an Elk,"
for, even if the members leave the
city, they still belong to this lodge,
though they have privileges at any
other Elks' home in the United States.
As told in the first illustration the
of Lodge 4G0 spell.
In this beautiful home a gay sea- - Elks' new home is a Mission style
sou is already being mapped out, with building with a porch which will be

Not only has the Elks' new home
been dedicated it has had Its "picture" taken, nut the views here presented give but a faint idea of the real
beauty and comfort and sociability
which the words "Elks' Home" of

Day

d

8

-

f, "

'V

-

1

faflrf

I

1H

V'-'r- l!

The Elks' New Home.
a code of "ru!e? and regulations." inclosed in glass before the severely
These rules set apart one day in the cold weather arrives. The building is
day" 5G by 75 feet and is two stories high
week Thursday as "ladies'
when the wives and daughters of Elks with a large basement. Its cost was
will be at home on Lincoln avenue. flG.OOO.
On the ground floor are the recepThe club house will be turned over to
them for the entire day, to play cards, tion room leading to billiard room,
read sing or amuse themselves in card rooms and library.
Up stairs is the "lodge room" which
other ways.
The Elks are planning another day is 42 by 40 feet. It is lighted by
"social day" for each week. It is scores of concealed Mazda lamps

The Capital Tailor
East Side of Plaza,

one also to nass a delightful evening,"
he added, smiling brightly at the
recollection of "dedication night,"
October 4, 1912.
A CROWNING ORDER.
'
It was stated that the Elks have
?r,n members and 125 are in the city.
This number is steadily growing, for
scores of applications have been remembers.
ceived by would-bAs defined in the encyclopedia the
Elks is "one of the prominent charitable and benevolent secret fraternities
in the United States, of the 'friendly
society' variety. It was founded form
ally in 1S71, but dates back tnrougn
several social oreanizations to 1S0G.
Charles Algernon S. Vivian, an Eng
lishman, an actor, and son of a clergyman of the Established church, is
credited as the founder.
"A primary purpose is the social en
joyment of its members. A character
istic is found in its secret, chantame
and benevolent contributions. There
ia no insurance feature. The
is repeated in the initials of the titles
F.steemed Leading
Knight, Esteemed Loyal Knight and
the like. It permits only one loage
in a city and indulges in a unique
ceremony at 1 1 o'clock at night, at all
of its sessions." (This ceremony is a
reply to the Shakespearean, sarcastic
remark about "Dead six months and
not forgotten," for the Elks remember
the absent ones, and those who have
crossed Time's river.) "On Elks' Memorial Day, the first Sunday in December, it paraphrases with appropriate ceremonies, the Masonic Lodge
of Sorrow in memory of departed
brethren."
THE OFFICERS.
The officers of the local lodge are:
Exalted ruler, F. T. Blandy.
Leading Knight, E. P. Davies.
Lecturing Knight, Frank Jones.
Loyal Knight, Jose D. Sena.
Secretary, P. M. A. Lienau.
Esquire, George Volney Howard.
Inner guard, Carlos M. Creamer.
Tyler, Claudius J. Neis.
Trustees, Thomas P. Gable, Carl L.
Bishop and Dr. David L. Knapp.
e

AUTO HITS A WALL.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 14. An automobile,
containing five men, run at full speed
earl ytoday, against the brick wall
surrounding Seward park. The collision fractured the skulls of two of
the men, broke several ribs of another
and splintered the left leg of a fourth
passenger. The fifth man recevied
many cuts about the face and scalp.
Har-ritHenry Eschenburg and Frank inmost
severely
who were the
jured, are expected to die.

KRICKe- s-

aHENRY

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

The eWather Report

The Receptio.i Room.
to be an evening rather than a day whiph throw a soft glow over all
when one of the Elks will invite his the luxurious illumination so suitable
wife to act as hostess. Of course she to a room filled with sweet melodies,
The floor of this room
may name her assistants to aid her in during a dance.
of the finest in the city as
one
is
of
that
event
social
the
after
looking
of
evenine. The crowning event of the smoojth almost as the glass floors
which
o'er
of
castles
Bavaria,
famous
occasion will be a dance, no doubt, and
or. the polished floor of the lodge one walks in felt shoes.

PEERLESS BAR
Imported

and

Domestic

The temper-

ature here yesterday ranged from

.

Fine

PAGE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

Wines, Liquors

AND CIGARS

GREGG & COLE, Props.

OF NEW
CONSTITUTION
MEXICO.
JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 6.

Providing for Amendment e of Section
(XXI)
Five (5) Article Twenty-onof the Constitution of the State of
New Mexico. H. Sub. S. J. R. No.
4,
5., Filed May 29, 1912.
.r
Be It Resolved by the Legislature of
the State of New Mexico:
That Section Five (5) of Article
Twenty-on(21) of the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico,
"This state shall never enact any
law restricting or abridging the right
of suffrage on account of race, color
ov previous condition of servitude;
and in compliance with the requireLL.
ments of the said act of Congress, it
is hereby provided that ability to read,
write, speak and understand the English Language sufficiently well to conduct the duties of the office without
the aid of an interpreter, shall be a
necessary qualification for all state
officers and members of the state legislature."
The Lodge Room.
Be, and the same hereby is amendThe Elks' home is heated through ed so that the same shall read as fol.Ia fnnotinn will nrove of keen,
out by steam and lighted at night by lows,
interest to all who attend it.
ARTICLE XXI.
com250 ELKS.
electricity. It is furnished
R. This state shall never en
Sp
Mission
in
a
style
strong fortably and sensibly
The local lodge of Elks Is
abridging
there are plenty of windows to act any law restricting or account
of
organization, not only in numbers but and in New Mexico's
the right of suffrage on
sunshine.
let
in the variety of professions repre
of
condition
or
color
the
previous
race,
while
to
away
"It is a place
sented. There are 125 Elks living m
an Elk today; "and servitude.
Santa Fe and as many more living tedious hour," said

J

Santa Fe, A TIT K
Tuesday U V II o I V

40

to 58 degrees with an average relative
humidity of 53 per cent. Yesterday
was a clear, cool day with a heavy
frost early in the morning. Saturday
tho weather was also clear and cool,
the thermometer ranging from 33 to
58 degrees. The average relative humidity was 50 per cent.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO SECTION 5, ARTICLE 21 OF THE

THIS IS

EVERYBODY'S
SHOE STORE!
THE SHOE
WE MENTS OF EVERYBODY
CATER

TO

REQUIRE-

We have
Shoes for every member of the family, from
Grandpa down to Baby !

EVERY SHOE

!

WE SELL

IS AN EXCEPTIONAL
GOOD VALUE!
If It Wasn't We Woudn't Sell It

To You

MEN'S SHOES

Smart or Conservative Styles, Shoes

for Dress, Comfort and Durability

!

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00

WOMEN'S SHOES
or House Wear.
Shoes for the Street
Such Shoes as all Women take pleasure in wearing

$2.50, $300, $3.50, $4.00 & $5.00

BOYS' & GIRL'S SHOES
Good Looking, Servicable Shoes, built

to fit growing feet correctly

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00

PFLUEGER'S
The Family Shoe Man

Colonist Rates
VIA

f

RIO GRANDE
the
(Scenic Line of

e

World)

t:

n

The5H0WThATS DjFJEEBEjpT
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r

FARES FROM DENLOW ONE-WAVER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO

VERY

Y

British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon and Washington Points
On Sale

September 25th to October 10th

LIBERAL STOP OVERS

t:

Call on or write your local agent or W. O. Shea, T. P. A
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
FOR PUBLICATION.
.S.
U
the
of
Interior,
Department of the Interior,
Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M, Oct.
NOTICE

10, 1912.
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.NtVIGiFTlEE'SinEETARADE'lO
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, TJ. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mex Oct
10, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Walter
Kraul, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, who,
or. October 25, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 011996 for Lots 4, 5 and 6
of Section 6, Township 16 N., Range
10 E., and on March 26, 1912, made
additional homestead entry No. 016512
for Lot 1 of Section 1, Township 16
N, Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea-r
Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Register or Receiver, V. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the

m an.

FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa t e,
New Mexico, Sept 20, 1912.
NOTICE

22d day of November, 1912.

Claimant names as witnesses: CriS'
toal Garcia, Licolas Griego, Crespin
Galleeos. Eustaauis Padilla. all of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Regl ter.

JVfllD

DISCHARGES
BELIEVED IN

24 KOURSi
Each Cap- -

'raid
the

"" N

brfMIDY)

nameJvV;

BetKtrt of comnterfnli
ALL DBUGGIST8

Notice is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, wha
nn Anetist 2S. 1907. made Homestead
for Lots
application. No.
1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, ssecuon
N. M.
5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E.,
p Meridian, has filed notice of inten
r
proof, to estab
tion to make
lish claim to the land above descriDea,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
on the 8th day of November, 1912.
as witnesses:
Claimant names
F.miiio Gonzales. Pedro Rivera, Cres- tmo Rivera, Enrique Rivera, an oi
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
Register,
04732-1191-

TONIGHT.
SCENE FROM THE LOVE PIRATE ELKS THEATER

URINARY

mm

Notice is hereby given that Fino
on
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who En-trv
Sept. 21st, 1907, made Homestead
for SW 14, Sec
Ko.
tion 14, Township 13 N., Range 9 E.,
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before II. C. Kinsell,
a!-Stanlev, N. M., on the 22d day of
November, 1912.
as
witnesses.
Claimant names
Encinas. of Galisteo, N. M.;
Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; Antmio Villanueva, Galisteo, J. Ai. ; Jose
Villanueva, of Galisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

TO NIGHT PLAY
AT ELK'S THEATRE
That real show, v John E. Frank
Players, with Nellie Watters, late
star from Flower of the Ranch, will
open a three nights engagement at the

Elks theatre tonight This is the only
conpopular priced attraction that
something
the
to
public
tinues
give
new each year, and always gives satisfaction. Many new specialties will
be seen with this company. The vaudeville acts alone will be worth more
than the price of admission in addition to the strong and capable dra

matic productions, nothing old, but the
same John E. Frank Players, with Nellie "Watters. Opening play will be a
comedy drama with
beautiful three-ac- t
music. One that will be new to the
theatre-eoinpeople of Santa Fe, en
Pirate," seats on
Love
"The
titled,
usual
place. Don't let It
sale at the
be said to late.
g

five-yea-

Sept. 11, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Andres
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who.
on Sept. 9, 1907, made homestead ap
plication 04786, No. 11988, for S
N
SE
NE
Section 4,
Township 15 N., Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to es
tablish claim to the land above described, before the Register or Receiver at Sa'nta Fe, N. M., on Nov.
1-- 8

1--

2

16, 1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Juan Gonzales y Roybal, Andrea

Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
Gonzales, all of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

of the Interior, U. S.
Department
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
September 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
for SE 4 NW
Entry No.
4
Sec. 13 and NE 4
E
SW
Section 24, Township 11 N.,
NW
Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make five-yeproof, to establish claim to the land
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Crux
Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley-abodescribed, before Register or
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
oi Willard, N. Mn John Pettine, ot
Willard, N. M.
)
MANUEL R. OTERO,
8479-0693-

2

1-- 4

1--

1--

ve
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of Yerkea. Merkle popped to Stahl.
Merkle tried to get out of the way of
the ball but it hit his bat and flew
high enough for Stahl to reach it.
Cady dropped Herzog's high foul. Her-zo- g
filed to Yerkes.
No runs, no hits, one error.
SEVENTH INNING.
First half: Wagner out, Marquard
to Merkle. Cady drove a long fly to
Snodgrass. Collins filed to Murray,
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Second, half: Meyers out, Collins
to Stahl. Fletcher flied to Speaker.
Marquard flied to Speaker.
No runs, no hits, no errors.

TAKEN AT FIRST BOSTON GAME.

EIGHTH

INNING.
flied to

First Half: Hooper

NO ONE STRONGER THAN BliS STOMACH.
The celebrated Dr. Abernethy of London was firmly of the opinion that disor
the stomach were the most prolific source of human ailments in general. A
recent medical writer says: "every feeling, emotion and affection reports at the
stomach (through the system of nerves) and the stomach is affected accordingly.
." He continues, " so we may be
It is the vital center of the body
said to live through) the stomach." He goes on to show that the stomach is
the vital center of the body. For weak stomachs and the consequent indigestion
or dyspepsia, and the multitude of various diseases which result therefrom, no
medicine can be better suited as a curative agent than

den o(

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.

Snod

grass. Yerkes got a single over sec
ond which Doyle could only reach
with his bare hand. Speaker flied to
Murray. Lewis flied to Murray.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Second Half: Devore was out, Collins to Stahl. Doyle sent up a high
foul to Cady.
onodgrass got an infield hit, his roller to Yerkes being
too slow to field. Snodgrass was out
stealing, Cady to Wagner.
No runs, one hit, no errors.

" Several months apo I suffered from a Severn pain right
writes Mns. G. M. Mtjhkkn, of
under the breast-bone,- "
it, off and on, for sevCorona, Calif. "Had suffered from
did not know
eral years. I also suffered from heart-bume.
several medicines
I
with
tried
matter
was
the
what
but they did mo no good. Finally, I was told it was my
liver. I did not dare to eat as it made me worse. Whenever I swallowed anything jt seemed that I would faint it
hurt so. I grew very thin find weak from not eating. Was
told to take Dr. Pieree's Golden Medical Discovery. I took
five bottles of it, and could feel myself getting better from
the first dose. I could eat a little without pain and grew
y
I am strong and well and can do a big
strong fast.
Can eat everything and havo put on
day's work with ease.I will
flesh wonderfully.
say to all sufferers writo to Dr.
Pierce. lie has my undying gratitude."
To-da-

'

Mns. Ml'kkem.

NiLwiYoBK

NINTH

INNING.
First half: Gardner flied to Snodgrass. Stahl sent out a long fly to
Murray. Wag,i; r out, Herzog to

Merkle.
No runs, no hits, no errors.
Arter tne game was over the man
agers of the clubs tossed a coin to determine in which city the deciding
game should be played in the event
that New York won tomorrow in Boston.
Manager Stahl called tails and It fell
tails and the deciding game will be
played in Boston.
Herzog sliding into third on his

(1)

three-bas- e

hit in the first half of the second inning.
"

NEW YORK WINS 5 TO 2
HOODOO IS BROKEN FOR THE GIANTS
V

SCORE:
NEW YORK..,

r. h. e.

.. ....... .5 J12

w

2 7 1
BOSTON
14.
The
Oct.
N.
Polo Grounds,
Y.,
New York Giants overcame the Boston
Americans by a score of 5 to 2 today
before a crowd of about 35,000 people.
New York's victory was a check to
the hopes of the Red Sox team, which
had expected to win today and capture

the world's series. The struggle fori
the world's championship of 1912
now stands: Boston, 3 games won;
one
New York, 2 games won, and
game

.

...

a tie.

The two teams will play tomorrow
in Boston.
O'Brien, the Red Sox moist ball
pitcher, was knocked out of the box
in the first Inning when New York
rrade five runs. Collins went in for
Boston in the second
inning and
there was no further scoring. Mar
quard pitched a superb game for the
Giants and outside of the second In
ning Boston was helpless before his
mystifying curves.

Merkle; Hooper and Stahl. Left on
bases Boston, 5; New York, 1. First
base on balls Off Marquard, 1. First
base on errors Boston, 1. Struck out
By O'Brien, 1; Marquard, 3; Collins,
1. Balk O'Brien. Time, 1:58. UmpiresAt plate, Klem; on bases,
Evans; left field, O'Loughlin; right
field, Rigler.
INNINGS:
0
Boston
5
X
5
New York
Boston Hooper, rf; Yerkes, 2b;
Speaker, cf; Lewis, If; Gardner, 3b;
Stahl, lb; Wagner, ss; Carrigan, c;

2000000 02
0000000

Collins, p.
New York Snodgrass, rf; Doyle,
2b; Becker, cf; Murray, If; MerKie,
lb; Herzog, 3b; Meyers, c; Fletcher,
ss; Marquard, p.

Lewis flied out to Devoreruns, one hit, no errors.
Devore was out Gardner to Stahl.
Dcyle scratched an infield hit which
Yerkes could not field in time. Doyle
stole second. Snodgrass struck out.
Murray got an infield hit. His roller
was too slow for Wagner to field.
Doyle went to third on the play,
Doyle scored when O'Brien made a
balk. Murray went to second. O Brien
made a motion to throw to first but
did not throw the ball, which, under
the rules, constitutes a balk. Murray
score on Merkle's double to right.
Merkle scored on Herzog's double to
left. The stands were in an uproar.
Meyers got an infield hit. Wagner
made a phenomenal one hand stop,
thereby holding Herzog at third. Herzog scored on a double steal, a bad
throw by Yerkes to the plate. Meyers
went to third and scored on a bunt
bj Fletcher. Fletcher was caught off
first O'Brien to Stahl.
Five runs, six hits, one error.

lo

SECOND

BUTTER FIRM AT 29 CENTS.
111., Oct., 14.
The quotation
Elgin,
Fletcher flied. to Speaker, Meyers of Elgin Butter Board
today declared
started for home but when he saw butter firm at 29 cents.
hurried
he
throw
Speaker's perfect
back to third. Yerkes threw out Mar- BASEBALL FAN SAYS
quard.
SPORT PAGE IS IT.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Editor New Mrxican,
FIFTH INNING.
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir: As one of the baseball
First half: Hooper flied to Murray
who made another nice catch. Murray fans of Santa Fe, I want to voice aptook Yerkes fly. Speaker flied to Her- preciation of the sport page of your
zog.
paper. It is the first time that Santa
Fe has ever had a live, up to the minNo runs, no hits, no errors.
Second half: Devore singled to ute sport page and I'want to say that
center. Doyle flied to Wagner. Snod- it is a good one. Especially the world's
grass flied to Hooper who threw to series and the way In which you are
handling them with up to the minute
Stahl, doubling Devore.

New York, Oct. 14. A famine in mons without arrest.
Because
of roses and a stiff price in the
have ignored such summonses
price of high grade perfumes will be the magistrates have determined to

the result of the war in the Balkans,
if the trouble is prolonged. Attar of
roses, although used in minute quantities, forms the main ingredient of
numerous perfumes.
Bulgaria is
practically the world's only source
of genuine attar of roses.
The roses are grown largely by
peasants in the valleys, the distilled
oil finding an outlet through
Con
stantinople. Efforts to get the same
results from roses grown in France,
Germany and South Australia have
failed.
While the war clouds were gather
ing, merchants in the east hurried all
their available supjjlies out of the
troubled area. Buyers in London,
Paris and New York took up all they
could get, even at almost prohibitive
prices.
Miss Constance Bentley sof Wood
land, Wellington, Somerset, England,
arrived on the Oceanic yesterday hoping that amid the brightness and
brilliance of New York she may
soothe the deep grief under which she
is laboring. She recently suffered a
cruel loss by death, and her family

THE WAY THEY FELL TODAY.
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take away the privilege.
You know the old saying "four
moves are as bad as a fire." In New
York of 1912 you could pretty near
put the reverse English on that, and
make it "a move is as bad as four
fires."
With good insurance, a man who
had four fires, or even eight, ought
to come out ahead of a man who had
to move on or about the first of October, on Manhattan island.
The trouble is, there are such an
lot of people on thp island,
and they are so fond of moving. The
New Yorker is animated by a spirit
of restlessness, of change. If he'd in
an old apartment, he wants to get into
one of the thousands of new ones
that are springing up all over the
northern part of the city. If he's in
a new one, he finds another whose
style he likes better. If he's away
up town, he wants to get down nearer
business. If he's down town, he wants
to get out where it's quieter and.
cleaner.
As all leases are dated Oct. 1, and.
as the number of moving van companies is gauged to meet the average
demands of a city of 5,000,000 people,,
rather than the demand of all those
who move, to move within 24 or 48
hours of a certain day, the moving sit
uation around October 1 may be imagined. It certainly is a moving situation for those who have to move.
Some people who had to move Oc- tober 1 bid as high as $25 a load to
get their goods carted, as the movers
were simply swamped on that particular day.
A peculiar feature of the migration this season has been the flocking downtown that is, the district
from 72d to 110th streets of thousands of people who had moved in
to the many new apartment build
ings which have been erected away
uptown as far as 200th street.
The subway crush simply got
for them. There is no way of
town apartreaching these far-u- p
ments except by the subway expresses, and the influx of people into these
new apartments jammed the express
trains to a point where it became
preferable to go back to the older
buildings a hundred streets south,
which can be reached by elevated and
surface cars.
d

too-muc-

,....

:

Letter

attar

INNING.

First Half: Gardner safe on Mar- The Giants made their last stand
error. Stahl singled to cen
25,- - quard's
crowd
a
before
numbering
today
000 or more,
the National league ter, Gardner taking second. Wagner
struck out. Cady fouled out for Mey
champions struggled to check the oneys. Engle batted for O'Brien. Gard
Americans
Boston
of
the
march
ward
ner
and Stahl scored on Engle's two
who with three contests
captured, base hit to
on which Devore
need only one more victory to earn made an errorleft,
in playing the ball poor
chamworld's
of
them the title
off the fence. Hooper fouled out to
Boston:
ABKBHPOAE pions of 1912.
.,
Meyers.
0
4
1
2
0
2
rf.
M
Hooper,
win three straight
must
Giants
The
two errors."
two
Two
runs,
hits,
4
2
0
0
3
2b.
......
1
M
Yerkes,
to gain the championship.
Second Half: Collins went In the
...... 3 0 0 4 0 0 games
Speaker, cf.
There was plenty of room for ev- box in place of O'Brien.
Marquard
4 0 0 0 0 0
Lewis, If
and vacant tiers of seats flied to Stahl. Devore struck out.
eryone
0
1
4
1
0
3b
0
Gardner,
and Doyle flied to Speaker!
4 1 2 8 0 0 yawned in the outfield bleachers
Stahl, lb
f
No runs, no hits.
4 0 0 3 0 0 lower stands before the game bega.u-Wagner, ss.
and
cold,
cheerless
was
THIRD INNING.
The
day
3
1
2
3
c
1
0
Cady,
and
First Half: Yerkes singled to cen
0 0 0 0 0 0 gray clouds screened the sun,
O'Brien, p. ,
1 0 1 0 0 0 there was a threat of rain in the air. ter. Speaker flied out to Snodgrasa
Eagle
Should New York win today the Lewis sent a long foul to left which
2 0 0 0 2 0
Collins, p. ,
game tomorrow will be played in Devore captured. Gardner flied to
Murray, who took the ball up against
33 2 7 24 9 1 Boston.
Totals
"Rube Marquard was McGraw's in the fence.
"Batted for O'Brien In second.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
I
dicated choice for the box today.
Second Half: Snodgrass flied to
the
delivered
has
New York:
BH
left
A
AB
hander
PO E The big
Yerkes.
Murray singled to right but
. 4
0 1 only game won by the Giants and he
Devore, If. . .
was thrown out
to stretch
1
. 4
has had a good rest. It looked as if it on a throw attempting to Yerkes.
Doyle, 2b. . .
Hooper
by
4
.
cf.
O'Brien
or
"Buck"
either Ray Collins
Snodgrass,
Merkle got an infield hit along the
. 3
Murray, If. .
might be Stahl's box selections.
third base line. Merkle was out
. 3
Merkle, lb. . ,
Marquard and Meyers were an- stealing Cady to Wagner.
. 3
for New
nounced as the batteries
Herzog, 3b. .
No runs, two hits, no errors.
. 3
York and O'Brien and Cady for BosMeyers, c. ..
FOURTH INNING.
. 3
ton. Klem behind the bat; Evans
Fletcher, ss.
First Half: Stahl scratched an in. 3
took the bases; Rigler went to right field hit toward third. Snodgrass took
Marquard, p.
field and O'Loughlin went to left field. Wagner's long fly. It was a brilliant
30 5 11 27 7 2
Totals
catch, cutting off a possible home run.
FIRST INNING.
Two base hits Merkle,
Herzog,
First Half: Hooper got a single Cady singled to center. Stahl taking
base hit Meyers. over second, on which Doyle made a third. Fletcher took Collin's groundEngle. - Three
record Oft O'Brien, five fine stop but could not throw the er and threw to Doyle, catching Cady
Pitchingruns and six hits in eight times at runner out at first.
Hooper was at second and completing a double
bat in one inning. Off Collins No caught napping and thrown out. The play by throwing out Collins at first.
No runs, two hits, no errors.
times play was Merkle to Fletcher to Mer
runs and five hits in twenty-twSecond half: Herzog flied out to
at bat in eight innings. Stolen bases kle. Yerkes flied to Snodgrass. Speakt
Speaker, Doyle, Herzog, Meyers. er walked, after having two strikes Speaker. Meyers drove a long smash
Double plays Fletcner, Doyle and called on him. Speaker stole second. to the center field for three bases.

14,. 1912.

WILLIAM

FARAH

EMIL MIGNARD0T

THE

Capital Bar
DOYLE,

No runs, one hit, no errors.
SIXTH INNING.
First half: Lewis fouled out to
Meyers. Gardner struck out. Stahl
struck out Marquard's speed was bewildering and his curves broke sharp-

MARQUARD.

MATHEWSON.

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

thirst !

Ulass of California Wine will
believing that a change of scene alone
put blood in your veins I
could aid her, induced her to take
the ocean voyage. For fifteen years A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
Miss Bentley was devoted to a splentroubles I
did Maltese cat and three weeks ago
it died, although the very best cat Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
; I.,-ly.
doctors of the kingdom were called
No runs, no hits; no' errors.
NOTICE.
in consultation.
Second half: " Murray flied to HoopIMPORTED
Mrs. Champ Clark has been Invited
came
in
who
and
took
the
ball
er,
back (To all Automobile Chauffeurs, Greet
and DOMESTIC
by the woman's national Wilson and 255 San
ing:
Francisco St. Phone 239 W
Be it known by copy of ordinance Marshall organization to take the
Mrs.
of
Borden
Harriman
J.
at
attached that every one guiding an place
automobile is required to blow a horn, the campaign supper of the Woman's
siren or whistle turning or crossing Political Union Friday night at the
corners of the streets or passing vehi Hotel Astor. Mrs. Harriman is too
cles from the rear. Failure to com- ill to appear. She was to speak for
GNAGEY & CO.,
ply with this rule will' subject the the democratic party as against Jane
offender to arrest by the city mar Addams, representing
the progresDealers in All Kinds of
shal or his police. A great many com- sives, and Helen Varick Boswell the
have
been received that this republicans.
plaints
ELECTRIC SUPPLIES AND WORK
ordinance is not being enforced. Any
It is not every prima donna who
one may stop at the marshal's office finds $15,000
We guarantee all our work to be
floating on the ocean
and get a copy of the ordinance while
spending her summer vacation first class and according to underwritwhich reads as follows:
in foreign countries, but that is what ers' rules. .We give repair work as
'bub-Se11. That every automo
happened when Mme. Carolina White well as new work our prompt atten
bile, motor cycle, and every motor was idling away an afternoon on a tion. We carry no old stock. . Everyvehicle shall be equipped with horn, steam
yacht in the Mediterranean. thing new. Our prices, we assure you,
siren or whistle, which shall be soundsaw what she believed to be a are the best that your city ever exShe
ed when rounding corners or crossjelly fish. It was something she had perienced. Just a few of your business
ing any street or when passing any not
Hardstudied at close quarters before men for reference: Wood-Davi- s
vehicle from the rear; every autoware Co., Modern Grocery Co., H.
l,
mobile or other motor vehicle, except and she asked a deck hand to haul
W. D. Arrighl.
motor cycles shall be equipped with it aboard. The jelly fish proved to
three lights, two in front and one in be a big lump of ambergris, worth Office Palace and- - Cathedral Place.
rear rear light red. Motor cycles $15,000 to the perfume manufacturers.
P. O. Box 308.!
H. Von Slochem of New York has
shall be equipped with one front light,
au other vehicles shall be equipped bought a "new, fully authenticated
with a front light All lights shall, be Rubens holy family painting." The
minutes af- canvas is considered by the most comlighted within forty-fiv- e
ter, sunset and until daylight"
petent authorities to be a most price4 Horse Power
(Signed) RAFAEL GOMEZ,
less work. A protest is now on foot
PRICE,
$165.00
,
City Marshal. against its removal from the coun
Santa Fe, N; M., Oct. 11, 1912.
With
Von
Magneto.
Mr.
Slochem
Imported
will
sail
with
try.
Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
the picture on the Mauretania for
at
the
left
factory.
If you use embossed stationery, you New York.
can do no better than place your orDrivers of motor cars registered
der with the New Mexican Printing
Company, prices will be quoted upon outside the state of New York will in
request Our styles and forms are the future be taken to police station
for violation of traffic ordinances, instrictly up to date.
stead of being summoned for a hearSubscribe for tne Santa Fe Ni ing. Foreign drivers heretofore have
been given the privilege extended 'by
Mexican, the paper hat berets
LIGHT SILENT AND BBLIABLK.
magistrates to state drivers to apof the time and works for the
pear in court in response to sum- - PASH BROS.. Agts.t Santa Fe
building rf oar sew Stat.
pictures of the players, scenes of the
big games, etc., is the hot stuff. Keep
it up. it's what we have been aching
tor nere for a year.
SANTA FE FAN.
Sincerely,

A

CIGARS

Everything Electric!

c.

Den-dah-

fe-

"
-

(2)

"

1,ll?

Lewis crossing home plate with tying run on Gardner's hit in the eighth inning.

Pope Motor Cycle

7

.
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Incorporated

1856

OFFICIAL NEWS

PERSONALS

1903

TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

Dr. J. 13. Van Howe, of Santa Rosa,
is in the city.
George W. Armijo has returned from

a campaign tour.

ANNOUNCE

Colonel George W. Priehard la back
from Carrlzozo.
Mrs. Frank V. Parker has returned
from Las Cruces.
Mrs. Stanley G. Small is back from
Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Toulouse have
returned from Albuquerque.
Michael Ross, the lumberman of
Albuquerque, is in the city,
Frank Ortiz, Jr., returned yesterday
from the Albuquerque fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Newhall and
family have returned from Albuquer-

A ONE DAY'S SHOWING
AT THE

PALACE HOTEL
Tuesday,
From (0 a. m. to

4 p.

has
Governor William
returned from Albuquerque and today
presided at the meeting of the state
equalization board. The board spent
the morning going over applications
for reducement of assessment.
The state medical board is in session today at the capitol. The mem
bers met this morning in the senate
chamber on the second floor. Dr.
William D. Radcliff, of Belen, presi
dent of the board presided.
C. McDonald

m.,

OF

FINE HOUSEFURNISIIINGS,

que.

MORE

Articles of incorporation were filed
today in the office of the state corporation commission by the Dolcoath
Mining company with oinee at Carlsbad and Etienne P. Bujac statutory
agent. This company is capitalized
at $1,000,000, divided into $(300,000 precommon stock.
ferred and $400,000
There are 0000 shares ot preferred at
and 400,000 common at $1.
$10
are:
The stockholders
(Common
stock) Charles R. Brice, Carlsbad,
100; Richard Ivey, Mexico City,
J. B. Harris, Houston, Texas, 100;
Ewing Boyd, Houston, Texas, 100; C.
C. Hinds, Houston, Texas, 100; It. C.
Harris, Tuxpan, Mex., 100, and B. T.
Childress, Terrell, Texas, 100. The
preferred stock is owned by Richard
Ivey, of Mexico City, who took C0.000
shares.
Articles were also filed by J. A.
(Incorporated), with office at
Deming, naming James A. Mahoney
statutory agent, to do a general mercantile business. The capitalization
is $150,000, divided into 1500 shares
at $100. The corporation begins with
$3000, the shareholders being Joseph
A. Mahoney, 10; Charles J. Kelly, 10,
and Frank D. Conner, 10; all are of
Deming.
The Albuquerque Electric Light
and Power company, with office at Albuquerque, filed a notice that Alonzo
B. McMillen succeeds E. C. Butler as
its agent.
PERSONAL NOTES.
Members of the corporation commission have returned from Silver City.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the New
Mexico mounted police, is back from
a trip to the west of the state.
Page B. Otero, chief deputy gamea
aner
desk
at
his
back
is
warden,
brief illness.
Assistant Superintendent Baca, of
the department of public instruction,
has returned from Las Vegas where
he visited his brother, who is ill.
Arthur P. Hill, chief clerk of the
secretary of state's office, has returned from a campaign tour in the interests of the Democratic party.
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You Will Find

the

Correct Styles

Our Large Assortment of

In

New Fall and Winter Goods

MILLINERY
-

-

Sweaters, Underwear, Gloves, Etc.

AT

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,,

399,-40-

.
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TRUST CO.

STATES

two-third-

CAPITAL $30,000 00

a General Banking Business;:

t.
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HOTEL ARRIVALS.
PALACE.
A. Apfelbaum, Louisville.
Mrs. Lena R.
Wagon!
Kenton,
Mound.
Robert L. Ross, Las Vegas.
George W. McAllister, Hampton.
J. L. S. Cooke, Hampton.
W. R. Oliver, Kansas City,
Charles Magel, Iowa.
C. W. Mitchell, Iowa.
W. F. Webster, Cincinnati.
H. W. Newhurst, Colorado Springs.
F. C. Putney, Shaniokin, Pa.
E. Avood, Sambcy, Pa.
Mrs. Mendenhall, Kansas City.
A. H. Hudspeth, White Oaks.
John E. Hasting, New York Mills,
New York.
W. T. Emberton, Kansas City.
11. R. Neale, Chicago.

Bon Ton Corsets

$

JULIUS H. GERDES. -

Santa Fe.
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ALL GOING

!

LADIES' COATS,
CLOAKS, SUITS

and DRESSES are

GOING TO BE THROWN ON THE COUNTERS THIS WEEK

at prices that will shatter your nerves. We will show you
that we can give prices, and on" the very best merchandise,
merchandise that we back up with our name and reputation.
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INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.

FOR SALE

One of the most corn
plete modern homes in
the city of Santa Fe.

I

FIVE ROOMS, SLEEPING PORCH, BATH, HEAT, BEST OF LOCATIONS

For Price and Terms Inquire of

B.

JOSEPH

MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
IF IT S REAL ESTATE,

HAYWARD HAS IT.

We Are Going to Sell Out
All of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles. Is enough to?make you buy. Prepare now for the cold weather.

Other

Stable

and
Irrigation.

lA

125 Palace Ave.

and

Fruit;

FOR SALE

Also a New Shipment of
C

Prof, and Mrs. J. E. Clark have returned from a trip to the northern
part of the state.
Drapery Fabrics and Laces,
Dr. J. G. Moir, member of the state
Table Linens, fine Carpet-ing- s
board of health and medical examiner,
is here from Deming.
and Rugs,
F. Robert Stevenson, Olaf Winsor
and Robert Garber left this morning
TOGETHER WITH SPECIAL FURNITURE.
on a two weeks' hunting trip.
Prof, and Mrs. Sylvanus Griswold
The Public Is Cordially Invited.
Morley and Miss Morley have returned
from Albuquerque, where they attended the fair.
Dr. W. E. Kaser, secretary and
Samuel McAllister, Denver.
1 1
treasurer of the medical board, is
Frank
Hill, City.
here from Las Vegas to attend a meet
Mr. and Mrs. Shinier, City.
the
board.
of
ing
Benjamin M. Read, City.
Mrs. W. O. Connor, Mrs. Klein and
Miss Read, City.
Miss Beatrice Minhinnit have returned
M. W. Hollinshead, Deming.
from the Duke City where they spent
- M. S. Groves, City.
the week end seeing the fair.
D. O. Asken, Roswell,
Albert Clancy was one of the many
George W. Priehard, City.
Santa Feans who attended the MonteJas. B. Van Howe, M. D Santa
zuma ball and he states that it is esRosa.
s
BANK &
UNITED
timated nearly
of those at
the ball were from various parts of
George W. Armijo and party, City.
the state.
Mrs. Frank W. Parker, Las Cruces.
Mrs. Nathan Salmon and her daughFrank W. Parker, Jr., Las Cruces.
Dr. and Mrs. Small, City.
ter, Miss Salome Salmon, who have
been in Albuquerque where they atT. Espe, City.
Does
tended the Montezuma ball, have gone
Prof, and Mrs. Morley, City.
to Phoenix, Ariz., to visit friends for
E. G. Hinde and son, Watrous.
several weeks.'
George H. Clements, El Paso.
Miss Marie Leopold, a charming and
Ralph T. Smith, De Kalb, 111.
Your Patronage Solicited
accomplished girl from Burlington, la.,
F. J. McCloskey, City.
U the guest of the Misses Bergere at
Dr. J. G. Moir, Deming.
their home on Grant avenue. Miss
Mr. and ' Mrs. L. E. Shepland, Los
N. 6. LAUGHLIN, President.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
Leopold will leave tomorrow with a
Angeles.
J. B. LAMY,
party of friends for the Rito de los
C. S. Giles, Barnes Circus.
Frijoles canon, returning Thursday.
W. E. Caser, Las Vegas.
Mr. and Mrs. Pablo Rodriguez and
of
Mrs. Juan Rodriguez and sons,
MONTEZUMA.
Flagstaff, Arizona, arrived yesterday
J. B. Wood, City.
from Albuquerque where they have
Clara Hartz, Chicago.
MARSHAL BAGS CONVICT.
been attending the fair, and are visit
Two Acres in Orchard
O. L. Owen, City.
Gomez is back
Rafael
Marshal
City
ing friends and relatives in the city from San Rafael, his namesake,
Eight-roo- m
Small
Henry Essinger, City.
for several days. They are guests at
John E. Hastings, New York.
with him Estalio Muniz, an
bringing
and
House,
Mr.
Ramon
the home of
Rodriguez escaped convict captured near San
William Radcliffe, Pasadena, Cal.
on Manhattan street.
Buildings.
F. W. Drake, Hodges, N. M.
Rafael. The marshal delivered the
Mrs. D. W. Daley who has been man over to the prison authorities. It
Miss Katherine Drake, Rochester.
SIX AGRES ON ACEQU1A MADRE-P- art
of
F. D. Vickers, Little Falls, N. Y.
visiting in the city for the past few appears that the capture was not made
weeks, left Saturday night for her without quite a struggle with friends
18
Trees in Bearing.
in Alfalfa
George G. Gould, Bozeman, Mont.
of the convict. One of these is said
in Ft. Madison, Iowa.
home
Dick Lewis, Albuquerque.
ft
. 14 Mile from Plaza.
All, Under
Treasurer Fidel Cordova of Taos to have been Juan Chavez Trujillo
Ed M. Baca, Albuquerque.
men
dozen
a
of
half
a
with
who
gang
Cordova
Mrs.
county, accompanied by
W. W. Burden, Albuquerque.
the
aid
of
the
"With
a
fight.
put
up
is in the city today on his way home
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
Dr. D. Rodanti, El Paso.
Ra
San
of
citlietnS
frdm Albuquerque where he attended good,
W. Manny, City.
J.
said
to
was
able
get my man,"
fael, I
the state fair.
W. W. Gatewood, Roswell.
the marshal today.
Clarence Young, Roswell.
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
C. J. Dixon, Kansas City.
The following is the program for the
CONTAINS
NO OPIATES
G. W. James, St. Louis.
I
meeting of the Santa Fe county teach
J. L. Carper, Roswell.
ers to be held at 2 p. m. Saturday in
Its safe for,
H. F. Robinson, Albuquerque.
the assembly room of the Old Palace:
Phone, Red 189.
of
Schools
General Topic The
James T. Donabso, Albuquerque.
:
M. A. Ross, Albuquerque.
Santa Fe County.
:
1 19 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico- A Review of School Conditions and
J. A. Smith, Trinidad.
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
Prospects in Santa Fe County, Supt.
J. V. Conway.
Dr. Joyner, Roswell.
Education of the Indians in Santa
Dr. J. F. Peavy, Albuquerque.
Fe County, Supt. H. F. Coggeshall, U.
Dr. L. G. Rice, Albuquerque.
S. Indian School.
Al Mathieu, Albuquerque.
The Training and Qualifications of
W. E. Kaser, Las Vegas.
the Teacher, Bro. Edward of St.
G. V. Hoskins, San Marcial.
Michael's College.
CORONADO.
Industrial Education in Santa Fe
R. A. Lucero, City.
66-6License Numbers,
Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
County, Mrs. Theresa B. White, State
Isidore Tierran, Abiquiu.
Director of Industrial Education.
Next Door to Postofflce. '
Enrique Sena, Albuquerque.
Between
City and,
H. C. Looper, Chicago.
Fe
County,
Rural Schools in Santa
William
McMillan, City.
Supt. H. J. H. Wagner of the Santa Fe
F. McMillan, City.
Schools.
City
a i
J. B. Quintana, Las Vegas.
We
Minute Talks What
One
John Bleckes, City.
of
Schools
Should Accomplish in the
For sale by all druggists.
W. F. White, City.
Santa Fe County During the Coming
EUROPEAN.
Present.
Teachers
Year, By
M. M. Thompson, Kevel, Ky.
COURT.
DISTRICT
IN U. S.
Paul.
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
GO. The following were sentenced in H. W. Yannigan, St.
KAUNE
H.
Globe.
Davidson,
George
Willcourt
IT.
S.
Judge
by
district
the
George D. Bragan, Hanover.
H. Pope:
Lowes iamJames
Where Prices
Black, two years for larceny;.
Isidro Montoya, 1 year and 1 day, two
for Safe Quality.
PILLS
counts, and $200 fine in each case, CHICHESTER
BRAND.
y
to Indians.
Ledical Amu your 1) TusyrlKl for a
The Home Grown Fruit Season forTheselling liquor were given 60 days
'h.etie-ter- s
IMum on d II rondV
following
Fills in ICtd and Uol4 metallicW
it on and we are offering to the in jail and
boxes, sealed with Blue Rihbon.
$100 fine for selling liquor
Talis fin ol.kr.
housewife
best
to
the
AzitfnrCli I.fTltfVK.TFn4
DmirirUf.
particular
to Indians: P. A. Tschudy, A. Frencn,
for r
IHAJlirmiP llHAAIt fl
E. LAS VEGAS,
NEW MEXICO.
to be had in
yearsknown as Best, Safest, Always Reliant
Merced Yanyes, Juan Lente, Sabino
BY
SOLD
EVERYVKHF.RE
TlRllfiOISTS
Robert
Smith,
Cisneros, Juan Ortiz,
William Foster, Nicolas Samorlta,
o
Thomas Harkins, Fermeno Gano,
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
Returns !
Arona, Gregorio Gondlra, Rafael
Rodriguez, Paul Seifert, J. K. Grain.

CONSISTING OF

LET US SHOW YOU

Fruit

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE CO.

R

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET..

law-abidi-

O. C. WATSON & CO.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

if

1

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
LINE of

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

the Market,
Grade Plated Ware
i This is the Highest
we carry two desirable patterns, the
on

DIANA AND THE BRIDE'S

Reliable Jeweler

and

BOQUET.

H. C. YONTZ,

Sao

Frncisco
Sticet

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

BO

KlLW

Why Wait?

8

S.

are

TAUPERT,

S

Dispensing Optician.

PEACHES,

PEARS
and PLUMS

Gre-gori-

ADMITTED

We can also supply you with

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

FT. SUMNER CANTALOUPES

the finest cantaloupes grown.
We haVe just received
shipment cf
CHASE & SANBORN S

Buggies and Saddlers a specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER ST.

Telephone 9 W

A live paper makes a lire town.
y?e are making a live paper. Read it.

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
for old Gold, Silver,
Highest prices
old Watches, Broken Jewelrjr and Precious Stonra.
pi-i-

MONET BIND BT BBTTTRN

863

MAIL

SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS

CO.

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

TO DENTISTS
We will buy your Gold Fillings, Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.

RAPID DELIVERY

SERVICE

If you want the best in

FOR SALE GROCERIES,
320-ACR- E

PHILA.

Best Coffee and Teas

FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES

RANCH

all under fence, good improvements, lots of water. Fine hay
land and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles from railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain. H,
Sell at a bargain. Address.

FRANK DAVIS,

Morlarty, N.

M

GO TO

S.

KAUNE

NOTICE

W MAYES

TO PRACTICE.

William J. Mills of Las Vegas, was
admitted to practice before the U. S.
district court.
OF FIRST' MEETING
CREDITORS.

OF

In the District Court of the United
States for the District of New Mexico.
In the matter of Sanitary Meat and

CO

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Qualify.

FOOD

We have our own mill run by electricity, and
clean corn chop either coarse
can furnish
ill medium or pure,
meal for the little chicks
as
fine,
We can grind any mixture that is desired o
the different grains, such as corn, wheat, milr
kaffir
corn, bran, etc.
let, oats,
$ 6JJ
jg
"
1.20
30 lb.
Green Cut Bone and Meat . .
lb. sack, 3.75
(100
t
has even a few chickens
Every farmer and every family thatfeed
them. It improves
to
meat
and
should have cut bone
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

ssi

POULTRY AND VETERINARY
PRATT'S VETERINARY

COLIC CURE.

REMEDIES
GUARANTEED.

inA famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute
has
wonderful
This
remedy
digestion and bloat.
1,000. It is a
a record of curing 998 cases out of
nuick. sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
SO cents
Price
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

PRATTS

GUARANTEED

EGG

PRODUCER

SKEJSt- -

Pratt's Poultry Regulator
gapes and common ailments.
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big layers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
. Price, 25 cents
Full directionsjwith each package,
STORE.
GENERAL
For Sale at GORMLEY'S

INSURANCE

...

Life, Accident,
Plate Ulass, Etc. Etc.
Fire,

Live Stock Company, a corporation,
No. 15. In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt.
To the creditors of the Sanitary
Meat & Live Stock Company, a corpo
REAL ESTATE
ration, of Santa Fe, in the County of
Santa Fe and District aforesaid, a
bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the
City Property, Farms,
10th day of April, A. D., 1912, the said
Ranches, OjrchardU,
Sanitary Meat & Live Stock ComLand Qrants,il Etjc!
pany, a corporation, was duly adjudged bankrupt; and that the first meeting of creditors will be held at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, in the office of the
undersigned Referee in the Schumann
Bldg., southwest corner of the Plaza,
on the 24 th day of October,
A. D.,
1912, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
Of
at which time the said creditors may
attend, prove their claims,' appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
194 W., Room
transact such other business as may Telephone
properly come before said meeting.
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
ERNEST A. JOHNSTON,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE.
Santa Fa. X. M.. Oct. 14th. 1912.

PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLE.SHEEP.HOGS.DAIRY

COWS.&c.

Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
horses, cures hog cholera in its early
r"j!. ii
makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap- stages,
I
milr
Jl
luiy , uairy luwo kite ukus
.
.
Price, per pkg., 25c
each
on
Full directions
package,
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.

jP

run-dow-

n

Surety Bonds
'All Kinds.

5

STOCK

POULTRY AND

U

JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.!

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
,
Family Trade Supplied.
SANTA FE. N. M.
259 San Francisco St.

I
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Published Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
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The New Mexican Review
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IF

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000

J. PALEN,

R.

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

Vice-Pre.-lde- nt.

THE FIRST NATIONAL

BANK

OF SANTA FE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

Organized in 1870.

,

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
ILft

Broason M. Cutting
Charles M. Stauffer.

. .

.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

:

J. Wight

Glddlngs
William F. Brogan

The Ranch of the Rockies Open the Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

VALLEY RANCH, N. M

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
ally, per pars by null
ally, tlx maalht, by mall

5.0 Dally Per Quarter, by mall
$2.60 Daily per quarter, by carrier

..$1.25
$1.50

REMARKS

50

Weekly, tlx month

Weekly, per year

AS

FROM THE

El Chanate del Condado
Que no?
Miguel.

99

THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT

SIDE LINE

WHY NOT?

Dos Canones Vlejcs. Uncle Tom?

"All of Today's News Today

Time Is the test of a bank's endurance and .strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules Its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Ac
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
Growth

de

A friend has written the Bystander
The
a good suggestion.
offering
San meat of
it is in the opening sentence
of the communication, which is as
follows

:

many are really made to pay. It
might be wise to investigate. Anyway, I think the expression of, the
Santa Fe citizen is that felt by a good
They would like to
many others.
know. There are a great many citizens from Missouri living here, be it
be
remembered, and they like to
shown.
Good streets are a big asset to a
town, and I think no one will have
the temerity to say that Santa Fe has
fine streets. It is coming on toward
the muddy season. We should pre
pare, ir, by reason or a ten per cent
commission paid the marshal, a larger
amount ,g brought ,nt0 the clty Btreet
fund, then the results should appear
in the appearance of the streets.
Something is loose. It ought to be
tightened up. It looks as if our street
committee could put in a few spare
hours in an examination of these
street matters. How does it look to
you?

Will the gentleman from Dona Ana
be a
"Don't you think it would
yield for a question?
gcod idea to call attention to the urgent need of having a paid fire de- Them two old cannon have not partment in Santa
Fe, especially now
came yet.
that so many new and costly buildings
are going up all over the city? Santa
Fe is the only municipality in New
31
J
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS
Mexico that has attained the dignity of
an incorporated city, so far as I know,
that still relies on a volunteer department for its protection against fire."
THE BLAME (S OURS
That idea has doubtless been forcing
When Charles A. Walsh hurtled to death from a height of 5000 feet at
itself upon the consideration of many
Trenton, he died as a victim of foolish greed and in response to a popular
of our citizens for some time.
Our
I
DIDN'T MEAN IT.
demand for the sight of dangerous feats.
property is becoming too valuable to I noticed in Saturday's issue of the
The crowd of 50,000 who paid to see his death were saddened and detake chances with.
I said, "We shall ail
New
pressed.
Neither the correspondent nor the boose Mexican,
Did any of them think of their individual responsibilities for an awful
state."
the
for
to
Bystander has any disposistion
destruction of human life? For the slaughter of aviators is one of the
knock the volunteer department, as it As a matter of fact, there are
most awful and shocking things of the day.
io doing the best it can, but we all enough fellows doing that now, and
Such deaths as those of Lieut. Rockwell and Corporal Scott at College
were
men
These
class.
different
a
know that the members of a volunteer without any urging. I did not mean to
in
the
other
belong
Md.,
day
Park,
are
battle
men
in
heroes,
killed
cannot always be ou hand attempt to accelerate the movement
of
If
in
line
the
died
company
soldiers. They
duty.
soldier
common
to
the
moment and the critical in any possible manner. It is moving
at
the
The
were
heroes.
critical
danger
these military aviators
Sometimes, funny
in
aviator
of
the
moment
is the time the firemen are swiftly enough.
military
in time of war is nowhere near as great as that
mistakes creep into newspaper colneeded.
time of peace.
umns.
For their deaths the nations of the world are responsible. Preparation
Now, might it not be a good plan to
Sometime ago one of the staff
I
the
frum
of
fair
back
th
hev
"Wal
invention
with
the
new
and
got
on
a
for war has taken
deadly phase
start in with, say two competent men spoke of a prominent citizen in New
down tu Albukurk," says the Old uuuer
airship.
salary, ana increase mem as Mexico. It went in as copy, "He has
Walsh killed himseslf.
Codger, "an I am gol darn glad tu git the city can afford it. The loss at llved In tne state for tnlrtv vears."
We killed Rockwell and Scott.
back alive en without them newspaper a single fire in the business section It came out, "He has lied in the state
And as nations we shall kill thousands more in time of peace as our
of our city would be more than the for
thirty years." However true the
fellers a writin me up. I hev got a
are increased.
salary paid two men in a year. Then, allegation may or may not have been,
I
kin
cold
en
turribul
talk
hardly
Preparedness for war means constant slaughter of
too, would not the fire insurance rates the press was
stopped and the corWill the people of the world endure this massacre of their boldest sons? while them new boots hev blistered be lowered if we had even these two
rection made before the issue was
I
I
kin hardly walk,
Will not a revlusion of feeling similar to that of the 50,000 at 'irenton my feet so es
paid and experienced men, ready to
got home Sunday noon en I sent fur get things in operation the moment off, as a matter of
finally bring universal disarmament?
Another time the New Mexican was
I
I
of
be
result
the
en
Doc
Massie
I,
ses
Arms!"
tole him, ses,
may finally
The command universal "Ground
an alarm is turned in?
at Dayton Wilbur and Orville I am gol darn nigh all In. En he ses The fire department has an automo- speaking of Governor Curry and of
the work of two patient bicycle-maker- s
tu me, he ses, ses he, yu gol darn ol' bile truck, but how many members the occasion of a presentation of a
Wright.
silver loving cup to the popular offi
soon!
fool
come
yu ought to hev been kilt, he ses, of the volunteer department
May the day
know cial by his many friends. The affair
.
o
fur agoin tu Albukurk en thet fair et how to operate it? How. many of
was one that was thought to be wor
yure age. He ses to me, he ses, ses them know the location of the varBLOODY INTERVENTION
thy of big headlines. The writer of
a savin but I sup- ious fire
worth
ain't.
yu
he,
plugs throughout the city? the complimentary article said, "Gov
For a Central American, Mr. Lee Christmas, of Honduras, must receive pose being as I am a doctur, I hev got Two trained
men on the job all the ernor
unusual consideration as a prophet. He is likewise pretty considerable of a tu
Curry was thanked last night."
patch yu up an try an make yu last time would offset this deficiency. The The
is
he
since
headlines of the paper
be
at
also
he
we
good
that
diplomacy,
and
may
staring
suspect
general
a
few
ain't
not
yu
would
years
although
with
longer
interfere
arrangement
one of the few Central Americans who Is able to hold on to his official wurth it en es
said, "Governor Curry was tanked last
es
ever
a
a
fur
the volunteer department. They could night."
gltting
head all the time during a period of three consecutive weeks. Mr. Christ fee outer
yu, I might jest as well quit keep up their organization and still
So it goes. How many times a
mas declares that had not Mr. Taft intervened in Nicaragua, the revolution
now. He give me sum pills en he ses render efficient service, but it does
would surely have spread to Honduras, Guatemala and Salvador and become
newspaper man wants to tear his hair
one
seem
tu
he
ses
as
if
El
the
time
come
me,
had
take
for
ses,
yu
he,
and say things he wouldn't put in
the bloodiest in Central American history.
hours en soak yure feet least a nucleus of a paid fire departand would not have go as an
Mr. Christmas is very likely right about this, but this fact does not evury three
print
en sum musturd en hot water en git tu ment.
official nor editorial opinion. This is
destroy all doubt as to the wisdom of Mr. Taft's intervention. In the first bed fur
yu air plum wore out, he ses,
the case in the matter of "boosing for
SEEMS RIGHT.
place, said intervention has already cost several American lives and a lot en
gol darn et, he ses, th next time
One of Santa Fe's leading citizens the state." Really, I didn't mean it.
of money, and, in the next place, there's no telling how often Uncle Sam
Is
hum
tu
a fair, yu stay
whur yu asked me a
will have as good grounds for intervening, at the cost of American lives, as they
question Saturday which I don't believe that would be wise.
belong a feedin th chlckuns en stay I could not answer. He asked, "Why Schiltz would like it; so would the
he now has.
balls en them is the
Again, it is possible that a great revolution in those Central American away from them fancy
city marshal given ten per cent Budweiser people; so would Lemp
I wus riled consid-erbu- l
states would be a good thing for that part of the world. They are hope- airships, he ses.
of the collections made on the road and Pabst; but the average citizen
et th way he talked tu me, but tax in addition to his
having in fact degenerated into mere
lessly incapable of
regular salary, would hardly make that a rally cry
I
military despotisms. They're bankrupt, their finances are practically run whut cud say enI when he asked me, and if he is given this amount why and we didn't mean to. It would not
hed a been a glttin are our
by Wall Street, and their chronic belligerency makes them a continual how much sleep
city streets in the condition even do for a slogan for the fair,
I
temptation or justification for intervention by established nations. Their down thur tu Albukurk, hed not one they are, when the ten per cent should though there is more or legs of the
peoples are of two classes the rich who can hire soldiers, and the rest wurd tu say tu him. But them thurI have a tendency to increase the booze spirit in big public gatherings
who can drag along on peppers and the unmarketable fruits. A general pills did fix me up conslderbul en
amount brought into the street fund?" of all kinds, but as an element in ad
I don't know, do you?
vancing the interests of the state, it
rpvnlntion mizht result in a union under which some form of good and went tu bed en I hev slept fur nigh
stable government could be hoped for, or in a general cleaning up interven onto eighteen, hours without even a
It may be wise to give the city hardly looks good.
NO ETTOR JURY YET.
turnln over en It seemed tu me thet I marshal the rake-oftion by the gent with the Monroe doctrine.
but it seems a
We trust that Mr. Taft will not be stingy with his messages of sympathy cud hear thet thur gol darn switch little unusual; but if it is done it must
Salem, Mass., Oct 14. Eight seats
to the mothers of those seven American boys who have been shot.
enjine a running up and down beside be for some purpose, and that purpose in the jury box remained to be filled
0
th Alvarado whur I wus a stoppln en ought to be for the betterment of when the joint trial of Joseph J. Ettor,
Albukurk but when I woke up, it wus street conditions. This betterment is Arturo Giovannitti and Joseph Caruso,
I LIKE A MAN TO BE GAME
members of the Industrial Workers of
thet thur Leghorn rooster ov not visible to the average citizen.
only
like
I dislike a chares bv innuendo more than I do a direct charge. I
mine crowln beside th winder, en
The poll tax in Santa Fe is plenty, the World, was resumed today in the
a man to be game. Roosevelt to the Senate committee.
One
that's sure.
how Essex county superior court
wonders
thet's a fac by heck."
That is Theodore Roosevelt.
American
of
the
That is likewise the feeling
people.
The average American is game, too, and he likes a man to be game.
YEARS AGO LAST SATURDAY COLUMBUS DISCOVERED AMERICA
It has been the spirit of this nation since our forefathers fought their way
up to the Declaration of Independence and gave us the chance to be what we
are today.
There is never anything equivocable in what Roosevelt says. Outspoken,
courageous expressions come naturally to him, because he is built that way
and this is one of the qualities that the American people admire In him,
and that has won their confidence. It is time for courageous speech and
courageous action.
We have great interests at stake.
The progressive party is pledged to a care for those interests. It is
pledged to regard the rights of the common people; to aid them; to lift
them iip.
The people have awakened to a recognition of it.

PHONES:

g

B. READ,

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

(4)

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME

DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER

OF

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19
Don Gaspar Avenue.

THE
PALACE
SANTA
FE, N. M.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

EUROPEAN PLAN.

AND

air-flee-

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

air-me-

European Rate, $1.00 and up,

American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled..

Rooms en suit with
baths.
Electric
Steam
Heat,
light,
private
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpletor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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IT POINTS TO ROOSEUELT

The signs are multiplying of what will occur on election day, not the
least of which are the results of votes taken throughout the country on a
somewhat extensive scale. These ballots, too, have been taken by newspaper combinations, the management of which has been inimical to the
progressive cause. There was not much room for deception, however,
and there has been no mistaking the voice of the people, as so far ex,the
pressed. To the amazement and disappointment of the
result has been overwhelmingly in favor of Roosevelt. The host of straws
is
have shown the direction of the wind which
developing into a hurricane.
The poll was a blunder on the part of the allies of the interests.
So, while no political calactlysm has occurred within the last few days,
there has been an increase of something in the air, that indefinable change
in tlip atmosphere and the feeling that something has been all progressive.
'
It is that which suggests the landslide.

How About

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

Then Act

MOULTON-ESP-

GENERAL AGENTS,

SANTA FE, N. M

HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts.
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation SJiSSSSSSf
bility, Plate Glass and Automobile Insurance.

r&TnWVTxs.

The Equitable Surety Company

NEW MEXICO

j

f 8t- -

MILITARY

,

0

the actual count is made election night the result of the great
battle cannot be judged fairly, nor even estimated fairly. Each newspaper
sees through a lens that is colored to Its own view, but this much must be
admitted, that the American people are stirred as never before and are determined upon a change. They have come to a realization of their condition and have seen how their interests have been disregarded by the party
In power. They see help in the election of Theodore Roosevelt.
TTntil

0

.

Job Hedges says that Roosevelt was a luxury as president Well, the
people have not enjoyed any luxury since he went out, and from all appearances they want some more of that Roosevelt luxury. The trend ot events
looks like it

8iM

co.
.

B0Ufs.rms of Surety

ROOM 21, CAPITAL CITY
BANK BLUG.

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

m

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.

0

Life presents some strange pictures, many with a touch of pathos and
many with the shade ot tragedy, ine present condition and position or
Gen. Sickles brings this to mind. A valiant and heroic figure of the civil
war, one of the very few remaining who gained a great prominence, he
appears now in the closing days of his life in a position that seems far from
admirable in his treatment of his wife who is making an effort to aid him
in his financial distress. While the brave soldier will always be remembered
for his record in the great war, yet this shadow that has come so late in
life will have a tendency to dim the glory of his early achievements and
cast just a stain on what seemed to be a record only of brilliancy in
patriotism, courage and sacrifice.

Lou,s,:anaFm'eiuf

HALL & HALL

GENERAL AGENTS

vote-taker-

COMPANY

E

War Department.

TWELVE.
In Nineteen Hundred Ten and Two,
If Columbus sailed with bis gallant
crew;
in as fine a
He'd start out
ship.
As was e'er designed for men tq
equip;
With ev'ry art and science new.
Just to make it a pleasant trip.
To Christopher, it all would seem,
As he plowed the sea with his ship
all agleam,
From the bow to the stern with a brilliant light
That could turn into day, e'en the
darkest night;
Like the dream they rated as a crazy
scheme,
Till he proved an egg could be set
upright.
IN NINETEEN HUNDRED

IN FOURTEEN HUNDRED
NINETY-TW-

In Fourteen Hundred Ninety-TwWhen he sailed away with his gallant crew;
The Santa iMaria was a gool old boat,
But how he managed to keep her
afloat,
Nobody but Columbus knew,
Or at least, that is what he wrote.
There was no gas, there was no steam,
And at night he would read by the
pale Moon's beam;
But he plowed out a course o'er the
raging Main;
That's been followed by men, again
and again;
From the day Columbus with his crazy
scheme
And his gallant crew, left the Port
o' Spain.

ft
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Located in the beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3, 700 feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout the entire ses-- ,
slon.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere Id America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all

graduates from stand ardEa stTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
Regents :
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POX, Secretary?"
,
W. A. FIN LAY.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue, address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON.Snpt
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being sent to the penitentiary for a
terra of years. Recently he was released on parole and returned to town.
Angered perhaps by the fact that his
wife had made an application for dl
vorce, Lopez while unfier the influence
of liquor, it is claimed, made a brutal
assault upon his wife, beating her sev- eiely and slashing her In the arm with
a knife.
After committing the crime, Lopez
fled and the officers searched for him
all day Sunday without finding any
trace of the missing man. Sunday
night he appeared at the jail and gave
himself up. He told the officers that
he had been hiding in the smelter,
having crawled up into the big smokestack. This is exactly what he did
on the occasion of the previous shoot
ing. Then he fled to the hills, only to
return after nightfall and give himself
up. Silver City Independent.

Why
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CALUMET
DAKING POWDER
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Is Better

ia not alone the wonderful

raisin?

qualities, or the certainty of results, or
the purity, or the uniformity, or the
economy, that is rapidly making
Calumet the most popular Baking
fowder. it is the perfect combination
of all of these things.
You need only to use Calumet
once to make you a
constant user. Ask
your grocer today
test it in your next
baking. Insist on
Calumet.
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RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Food Exposition.
Chicago, 111., Paria Ezposi- March,19I2.

(ALUMEj

You don 'I save money when you buy cheap or big-ca- n
bath
v tg powder.
.
,
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I l misicou.
buiunici,i mi m mure economical more oholaome
but remits. Calumet h far superior to tour milk and soda.
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landing the prowler who was discovered in the Shipley residence about
seven o'clock. Upon returning home
at six o'clock with Charlie Marriott
young Shipley discovered that a
screen window was open and a thor
ough search was made of the house
but no burglar was revealed. Later
Frederick heard the prowler drop from
one of the windows to the cover of a
cistern and opened fire upon the fleeing intruder but the shot must have
gone wild as the man disappeared over
the rear fence and could not be found.
It is thought that the burglar was one
of those individuals who follow circuses and leave town with all they can
get their hands on loose or stationary.
Silver City Enterprise.
CARRIZOZO

LIGHTED
being

The new gasoline lights

1

NEWS OF THE STATE

Car-rizoz- o

Outlook.

fect
area the Mimbres
Valley has no superior in the whole
world.

The specimens of everything grown
were perfect in form and absolutely
without superior in proper size and
development.
There were pumpkins almost as big
as a barn, in comparison with ordinary fruits of the vine, and watermelons that almost had to be handled
with a crane, but the ordinary run of
exhibits could not be bettered on the
top of the round earth. This is a
very strong statement but the vast
crowds of peopl who saw them are
ready and willing to verify this statement. vVming Graphic.

A FINE TIME.
Luna county fair has come and gone
New Mexican waut
and legions of people now realize,
in more than ever before, that as a per bring returns.

ads.

always

thought they were guilty, morally,
but they were not guilty legally, and
he could not give him them up. The
sheriff stopped a day or so, but had to
hurry back to Silver City, as Judge
Neblett was going into the Mogollons
on a hunting trip, and he would be the
sole representative of the court during
his absence. Lordsburg Liberal.

injured in a motorcycle accident at
the fair grounds race Sunday afternoon, is getting along very nicely at
the hospital, and it is now believed
that it will not be necessary to amputate the crushed leg.
tion yesterday showed that the limb
has a good chance of healing despite
SHIELDS WILL RIDE.
the fact that the bone was severely
crushed and splintered. R oswell
Harvey Shields, good roads booster
News.
from Dawson, Colfax county, and Mr.
Freeman, livery man from the same
THATS THE TRUTH.
camp, have the distinction of being
There is a good deal of kicking the first to traverse the Red River
about the high taxes this fall.
canon from the town of Red River to
"We don't know where the trouble
Questa in an automobile. The feat
is, but a part of it lies in that fact was accomplished last Friday. In
that some fellows don't pay their speaking of the trip, Mr. Shields said:
share.
"The Red River hill at present is
For instance as the Santa Fe New
and sign boards should be
dangerous,
Mexican points out, there is the St.
on conspicous places notifying
placed
Loius, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Rail- the traveling public of the fact Why,
road, with over twenty million dollars when we started down the hill we had
of assets, pays taxes on only 290,000. no idea as to the
grade, and the auto
There are in the state a great many took on a
of fifty miles an hour
speed
for speculation before we were able to
tig land grants held tax
stop. When
at all.
which pay hardly any
we did stop we unloaded the women
we
If all these paid their sabre,
and
anchored a log behind
"common geezers" wouldn't have to whichchildren,
I rode, hooked
the machine
much.
so
Obar
Progress.
pay
up backwards, and thus lowered away
to the bottom. With small expense
MORE WELLS.
that hill can be put on a seven per
The Pecos Valley Oil & Gas Com- cent
grade," he continued, "and that is
on
now
is
known
what
at
work
is
pany
of my visit to Taos to contheobject
was
as tlxe Hammond well. This well
sult with your county commissioners,
something three years ago and has and bring about a concerted plan to
been flowing oil out with the artesian
road
the road." A
water since that time. The object of Improve was held at Red good
River at
meeting
the work now is to shut the water oft which considerable enthusiasm was
of the oil. The company believes shown. Dick Penn
being made presthat if this can be accomplished this ident and Mr. Young
secretary.
well will then be paying.
Gazette.
Questa
As we go to press we are informed
that there is a new company forming
IN AGAIN.
to begin the operations and we are
was arrested Sunday
Jesus
Lopez
next
for
promised the particulars
and placed in the county jail on a
week.
Josefa
Other oil people are yet busy after charge of stabbing his wife
The
de
Montes
family
opez.
Lopez
leases. Dayton Informer.
seems to have been conducted somewhat on this principle, with assault
TREATED NICELY.
part of
Sheriff McGrath returned from Seat- as a favorite proceeding on the
thA huRhnnd. A counle of vears ago
to
waited
tle Monday morning having
a man of his
see his would be prisoners off on the he attempted to shoot
came within half
iboat for China. He says he was well own nationality and
a success of it.
treated by the governor and officials. an inch of making
a scalp wound
received
victim
The
was
The governor told him this
the first case he had had where which crossed the top of his head.
he refused extradition, and he would This shoQting, which took place near
like to give him the prisoners, for he the Santa Fe depot, resulted in Lopez

THE G ROUGH DON'T LofWGH
SAYS THE GLOWN WITH BARNES

by
specially enacted law, that
there was no Whiskey Creek, but It
He Is liable
should be Rio de
to indictment in Grant county for violating this law. Senator Walton is
preparing papers for an injunction to
prevent the use by the engineer of
the name of Whiskey Creek. District
Attorney Waddell is preparing some
papers in the case; he does not know
what they are, and the chances are
the court will throw them out, bu(
he will do his prohibition best to keep
from the records of the state engineer
the. name Whiskey Creek. Trouble
i3 starting through the geological surhave
vey because no preparations
been made to measure the Rio de
Arena, an important stream in Grant
county. Oh, yes, Engineer French is
himself.
piling up trouble for
Lordsburg Liberal.

--

CONSTANTINOPLE,

News,
GOT AFTER HIM.
Monday evening Frederick Shipley,
son of county assessor J. A. Shipley,
had a lively encounter with a burglar
and came within a hair's breadth of

THE GRAND PRIZE OF
.VEONClZSi

INLANDS

-

DIPLOMAT.

"On to Constantinople P is the cry of the Balkan allies, who have
entered on a war to the death against Turkey, their ancient foe. And
well might this great city be the bone of contention of nations. For
the blight of the "unspeakable Turk" has checked, for more than four
centuries, the progress of what should be the first and fairest city of
Europe or of the world.
Constantinople, of glorious history, situated in the finest climate
in the world, is the best strategic position of any city of Europe or Asia,
which might dominate the commerce and the naval armaments of two
continents, languishes in the hands of barbarism.
The day the Turk leaves Constantinople there will be more opportunities for big enterprises than in
any city the sun shine on.
.The western promoter who comes
here has his mouth water at everything he sees. In no place on earth
are there so many neglected opportunities, yet there Is no use trying to
accomplish anything under the barbarous Turkish rule.

or Constantinople Which might he
valuable property, but as the people
who built it were paid a subsidy of
so much a mile they made the road
twist about like a cat chasing its tail,
until it is about three times as long
as necessary, and just so much more
expensive for freight and passengers.
Constantinople with its suburbs
which are really an integral part of
s
as large as
It, is about
Chicago. But It resembles Chicago in
two-third-

FOR RENT
furnished
Nicely
convensoutheast room,
modern
iences. 114 Johnson street.

here and tomorrow probably we will
be two hundred miles away in another state. Yes, we are always on the
go, you might say pilgrims with no
abiding place.
"In the footlights of the White
mountains of New Hampshire I have
a little home. The old lady and the
kids live there. Every winter when
the snow begins to fly and the circus
canvas is folded away for the last
time, I journey back home. During
the long months of winter 1 sit around
the fireside and count the days until

SALE National Cash
two drawers practically
Watson & Co.

Reg-

new.

All at once the gro O. C.
cerymau pitched a big piece of toWANTED Paint Salesman. Local
bacco into Mose's mouth while, he
Full
Exclusive agency.
had it open. Then the elephant went territory.
into a frenzy for tobacco is very credit for all mail or repeat orders.
poisonous to them. He trumpeted Peerless Paint and Varnish Co., Clevemadly and finally broke away. The land, Ohio.
groceryman just did escape.
FOR SALE One 4 horse power
"The circus left Memphis the next
s
gasoline engine and
day, we continued our travels about one 6 horse
power Kansas City hay
the country, and that fall embarked
press, gasoline engine, or would exwe
Morse-Fairbank-

exhibited four
for Europe where
years. Upon our return we were again
billed for Memphis in the fall. I had
forgotten the incident. The afternoon
performance passed off as usual, but
shortly before 8 o'clock in the even
ing one of the elephant attendants
came running to me in the dressing

change for strong young farm horses
or mules.

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
AH repair work and typewriters guar
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Exchange. Phono 231.
Cleaned,

FOR PUBLICATION.
i

l,

1912.

as witnesses:
Claimant names
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Register.
FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 09703.
Department of the Interior, U. 8
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept.
NOTICE

24, 1912.
n
Notice is hereby given that E.
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N.,
Range 9 E N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
TOMORROW.
HERE
G.
BARNES CIRCUS,
TRAINED ELEPHANT, AL.
or Receiver, U. S Land OfHce, Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day of
November, 1912.
Ducrow was caught in a talkative the circus band will again blow forth room with the message that 'Old
Claimant names as witnesses:
mood the other day while the show its brazen melody. . And I tell you I Mose' was killing a man. I ran into
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Ser-Damasio Mon- was exhibiting In Minneapolis. It get pretty restless. I wanted my old- the menagerie tent. Over in a far ingo, T. P. Delgado, N.
M.
all
of
Santa
Fe,
tcya,
lifewas in the afternoon following the est son to become a minister. I sent corner was lying an apparently
MANUEL R. OTERO,
big show. He was sitting on his trunk him to Yale college and four years less form. It was the groceryman
Register.
in the dressing room with his make later he left New Haven with a sheep- and after five years the elephant had
to
You cannot get up to date printing
up on, smoking a pipe. He was silent skin, but the next thing I heard of gotten revenge, but it only goes
show that the big beast possesses a unless you have
when approached but it was only a him he was with the circus.
material
and faculties. The New Mexican
"While on the road one morning wonderful memory.
signal that he was thinking and
Next Tuesday the Al G. Barnes Big Printing Company heg both, and at
we stopped at an apparently hospitthinking hard.
"Yes, I guess this is a hard life; I able house to water the big elephants Three Ring Wild Animal Circus will the same time expert mechanics. Your
mean this circus life," said Ducrow who were very thirsty. The owner of arrive in Santa Fe for two perform- orders are always assured personal at
.
In response to a question. "It is a the house was a prosperous grocery-man- ances. A two mile long street parade tentloo.
will leave the show grounds at 10:30
been
had
the
After
hair
whose
fellow
a
elephants
why
thing
funny
A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
is frosted by the cold of many win watered he began to feed one known a. m. The Al G. Barnes circus is the
sees more people In one day than you
ters should continue his travels here, as 'Old Mose' with peanuts. The big largest trained animal show In
can see in a month. Try one.
there and everywhere. .Today we are elephant appeared to enjoy his break- -

iST. SOPHIA.

almost nothing except its opportuni
ties. Both cities are at the center of
great land surfaces and contiguous to
inland seas.
There are some people who predict
that 100 years after the Turk has
retired from Europe, Constantinople
will be the first and Chicago the second city in the world.
The possibilities of Constantinople
are chiefly found in a list of things
she has not got. To begin with, el
ectricity was an almost unknown
force in Turkey when I was there a
few years ago. There were a few tel
egraph lines, but the censorship was
so severe that nobody used them un
less they could help it. There was
no telephone whatever, and only two
buildings in the whole of Turkey had
electric light.
There were no electric cars, and
for the matter of that not a decent
road for any vehicle. The streets are
so rough that the usual way of conveying goods is by pack trains of

11-1- 2

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Valencia, of Kennedy, N, M., who, on
April 12th, 1909, made Homestead
Section
Entry No. 09379 f NE
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin-selU. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
N. M., on the 4th day of November,

ARE BANISHED"

GREATEST CITY IF BARBARIANS
-

GREAT BRIDGE.

SULTAN

.SUBLIME
jrUKii

HERE'S A GREAT PANORAMIC riCTUEE OF TEE TURKISH CAPITAL
BY AN AMERICAN

FOR RENT Bed rooms, bath connection, phone 1G2 J. Inquire rooms
Laughlin block.

NOTICE

EUR0PE-"70R- LD,S

-

Wanted a competent girl for housework in small family. Apply S. New
Mexican office.

fast very much.

REMARKABLE ESCAPE.
The freaks of lightning play some

unusual pranks, but it is not frequent
that a man is knocked off of horseback
and neither killed by the shock.
Word comes from Duran, Guadalupe
county, that Dolph Lusk, a sheep man
and well known in Roswell, where
he makes his trading
point had
an experience recently in a most pe
culiar electrical accident when he was
riding on the prairie, three miles from
the Ernest Johnson ranch, a streak of
lightning came his way and knock
ed him backwards off his horse. When
he regained consciousness be was
alone on the prairie, his horse and
his collie pup that was following him
having wandered off. His right wrist
was badly broken with bone protruding and bones were also out of place
on both sides of same wrist. His hat
feet
was off a distance of twenty-fiv- e
and was peppered with spots, as if
powder burned. His eyes were also
badly injured ana Mr. Lusk explained
that the occurrence all seemed as a
dream. He started to walk to the
Johnson ranch and when about half
way he met his collie pup coming for
him. Upon arriving at the ranch he
found his horse. Mr. Johnson quickly took Mr. Lusk in his automobile to
aid. Roswell
Duran for medical

FOR SALE Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. 0. 0
Watson & Co,

FOR

A-e-

BADLY INJURED.
E. A. Gustafson, who was seriously

WANTS

ister

LOOK OUT.
The state engineer, J. A. French,
and the United States geological survey are making extensive prepara
tions to study the streams of New
Getting a laugh out of a grouch is
Mexico, the legislature having made about the hardest work in the world,
an appropriation of $15,000 annually to is the belief of Tote Ducrow, head
be expended in that work. The state
of the clown contingent with the Al
engineer has recently published a list
circus. Ducrow should
of the streams and places where G. Barnes
measurements are to be made. One know; for more than half a century
of them is Whiskey Creek, near Hur- he has been Inveigling cheer and
ley, in Grant county. But this pub- happiness into the hearts of millions
lication is liable to get Mr. French in of little tots and grown tips. He is
to trouble. He may be indicted for one of the foremost masters of bufembezzlement, for claiming to spend
foonery and at one time he was a conmoney in measuring a stream that is
of Dan Rice and other
temporary
not in existence. The last legislature
the sawdust ring.
of
celebrities
a
said
BETTER

m

stalled by the ladies of the Civic League are being put In place this week
and will be in operation by the time
the court meets. Mr. Doering is doing the work and the lights are exact
duplicates of the lamp post type
which has been experimented with at
the depot and found satisfactory.
Three of these lights are being put in
place at this time; one at the Ziegler
Bros, corner; one near the Tiffany
residence and one at the livery stable.
The light undoubtedly will prove a
very welcome feature and addition to
the town and make the streets traversable on the darkest of nights.
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THE STRONGHOLD

horses and mules.
Once a year the Sultan goes to a
particular mosque, and a street leading from the Yildiz Kiosk to the mosque is then paved and put in fine condition.
The city is divided in almost two
equal parts by the Golden Horn, a
narrow inlet from the Bosphorus.
Over this are two narrow bridges
built over 60 years ago, which have
now become so rickety that they
threaten to collapse at any moment.
The roadway is of rough planks which
are usually not even nailed down.
The sultan collects tolr- for every
person and every vehicle which cross
es the bridge and in this way takes
in about $1600 a day for each bridge,
but still there is never money enough
to even nail down a plank.
In the' foreign quarters there are
a few fairly good stores, but the great
bulk of trading is conducted from the
tiny little shops, which are not much
more than holes in the street walls.
-

SULTANJS-PALAC-

.
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OF ISLAM AND THE KEY TO

Yet the people are not especially
poor, and the trade of the city reaches
a very large total.
The Turk presents a curious spectacle of arrested racial development.
Except for a few trimmings supplied
him against his will by foreigners, he
is just where he was the year 1600,
He absolutely lacks modern capacity
for business, whether in his own affairs or in the management of his
country. Economically he is a child
half way back to the stone age. Were
he not a first class fighting man h
would have been crowded out of
Europe a century ago. No better monument could be found to his general
inefficiency than the city of Constanti
nople.

Almost every article of daily use
ccmes from English and German
manufacturers. The bazars of Stam-bou- l,
Turkish name for the city of
Constantinople, are full of foreign
pots, kettles, cloth and furniture.
Rugs are about the only article still

V.

THE

TIRE
TOWER,

t

ORIENT.

made in the Ottoman empire.
The only fine buildings in the city,
except the few built by foreigners, are
mosques and- palaces. That anything
should be well built for merely commercial reasons is beyond Turkish
comprehension. It is equally remote
from his ideas that the government
should be run on business lines. He
gets revenue by extortion, office by
bribery and removes his opponents
by imprisonment or assassination.
The first thing which strikes a
stranger as a little uncanny is the extreme number of human bodies which
are found in the Bosphorus.
They
bob up repeatedly and disappear again
and nobody pays much attention to
them. A city of more than a million
pprmtfl has its share of murders and
suicides, but these would hardly account for the entire number.
Officials who are suspected
of
treason or something of that sort have
a way of mysteriously disappearing
via the old and simple process of
tying a man up in a sack and throwing
-

MINISTRY"
OF

WAR

rri

1)
him in the Bosphorus.
THE CITY OF CONSTANTINE.
Constantinople was founded in the
year 330 A. D., by the Roman Empe-

ror Constantine the Great, and was
built on tbe foundations of the an
cient city of Byzantium.
It has been besieged 30 times, but
captured only three times by the
Venetians and Crusaders in 1203 and
1204, and by Mohammedll, leader of
the Turkish invaders in 1453.
From the fall of the Roman empire
in the west until its capture by the
Turks, Constantinople was the capital
of the eastern empire, and the stronghold of learning and Christianity in
the east.
means "City of
"Constantinople"
Constantine."
The Turkish name of the city is
or Stambul a corruption of
the modern Greek phrase, "es tarn
meaning "to the city." The Turks
always heard Greeks talking of going
"to town" and oddly adopted "to
town" as the name of the place,
bo-hn- ,"
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"The Home of Quality Groceries"
WE LIKE TO MEET YOU

Face to Face,
THAT
WOULD
BE OUR

CHOICE!

But When This Can't Be The Case
We Hope To Hear Your Voice!
Use 'Phone 4 For Choice Groceries
Just Received

Malaria Is a species of blood poverty known a3 Anaemia; the circulation
with
becomes so weak and impure that it is unable to supply the systemIn the
health.
to
and
preserve
ordinary
strength
sufficient nourishment
appetite
first stages of Malaria the complexion grows pale and sallow, the of
a
is
there
and
general feeling weakis affected, the system grows bilious,
saturated with the ma
ness As the circulation becomes more thoroughly
tVin McrpaKnn it deranged,
i
ifnMinn
o ' chills
idi iai
and fever come and go, skin diseases, boils, sores
and ulcers break out, and the entire health becomes
Impaired. Malaria can only be cured by removing
the germs from the blood. S. S. S. destroys every
and builds up the
particle of malarial infectioncondition.
Then the
blood to a strong nourishing
of nutriment,
system receives its proper amount
sallow complexions grow ruddy and healthful, the
liver and digestion are righted and every symptom
of Malaria passes away. S. S. S. cures in every
case because it purifies the blood. S. S. S. is a safe and
as well as an efficient one. Book on the blood and any
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
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LOCAL ITEMS.
X

X

X
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 14. The X
forecast is fair tonight and Tues- - X
SS
day with rising temperature.

Another Car of

IN
I

"Empress Flour"
There Is

No

Belter Flour Made At Any Price

!

TRJNOW!

$1.50

Per Sack

$1.50

Phone 4

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4

S. SPITZ

THE
9 JEWELER

HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD- E

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
I

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable !

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

MEXICAN

Poverty

Malaria-E3lo- qd

X
X

I

FOE

SANTA

EIGHT

TELEPHONING

ne new mcxican. it your uubiiicsb

s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."

at

Salt Bricks for your horse and cow

GOEBELS.
From Tight Shoes little corn do
grow, but "Zook'S; Corn Cure" will
make walking easy.
Pure rich Jersey cream at Kaune's.

Phone your order.
Do Not Spit on the streets, if you
wish to advertise Santa Fe as a health
resort. Several physicians send this
warning, asking this paper to print it
that all may read.
Dressmaking, Mrs. F. P. Baca, Miss
Dagg's house, 179 Palace Ave.
Exhibit Is Back The Santa Fe
county exhibit has come back to Santa Fe after a successful visit to Albuquerque. The exhibit will doubtless
be used in November.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Content.
..Shoes for the baby, for the girls
and the boys, for the miss and the
college boy, for mother and father, in
fact the best kind of shoes for the
best kind of trade and at the best
prices possible. What more do you

Just Arrived

!

Another large assortment
latest shapes in Hats, such
as FELT, VELOUR VELVET, Etc. Also carry fine
line of Stamped Articles
for Embroidery.

it.

If It's Real Estate Hayward Has It.
You have just One more day to get

can see us make them, see how we
make them but how about what you
buy ready made? You would not want
to live in a sweat shop nor do you
want to wear clothes made In one.
Civilization has exacted certain
penalties from the race corns which
interfere with exercise. Zook has a
corn cure, however.
Toulouse is Secretary J. H. Toul
ouse, advertising manager of the Santa Fe New Mexican, has returned
from Albuquerque where he attended
the meeting of the State Press Asso
Mr. Toulouse was elected
ciation.
secretary for the coming year. Nestor
Montoya was elected president and
William Lapoint, treasurer. The association will meet in Santa Fe In
January. It now has 60 members. "A
pleasing feature of the convention was
the banquet Thursday night," said
Mr. Toulouse, "at which there were
many speeches of surpassing interest."
Empress Flour is the acknowledged
flour that always 'meets the views of
the most exacting housewife. Frank
Andrews has just received another
carload and that speaks well of itself.
See his special price today.
The new arrivals of Fall and
Winter goods at Gerdes' department
store are being shown daily and your
wants can be well supplied at reasonable prices.

THE QUESTION OF
RAILROAD RATES
Deming, N. M. Quite a number of
business men met the state corporation committee Saturday morning In
the rooms of the chamber of commerce. .This meeting was for the
purpose of hearing any complaints
from the business men concerning the
railroad rates. Quite a number of
apparently unjust rates were discussed and the complainants were Instructed to get their complaints in
the proper form and present them to
the state corporation commission.
There was considerable
complaint
concerning the rate on sugar from the
Pacific coast. It seems that this rate
Is 60c from the coast to El Paso, 92c
to Deming and in case it is localed

14, 1912.

the clarendon garden
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

Phone Black 12.

PALACE HOTEL
WILL BE BIG

ADDITION TOO
The Palace Hotel, as it will look if
improvements are
made, may be seen today in water
colors. The picture is in the window
of the Wells Fargo Express company
northeast corner of the plaza. The
plan is to make the hotel one of the
most striking structures in the entire
southwest and at the same time carrying out a style of architecture that
is eminently appropriate to this land.
The lower story is furnished with a
portale in old New Mexico style and
the present tower is transformed into
one that follows the style of Old and
New Mexico . The roof is converted
into one of old Moorish design, similar to that found on the San Miguel
chapel and old cathedral here The
whole building is to be finished with
metal lathing and pebbledashed like
the Alvarado hotel at Albuquerque.
The grounds around the hotel will
also be transformed so that there will
be no "clash." They will be developed along the style of the Spanish gardens. At the entrance will be an Imposing Spanish gate, a reproduction
of the cathedral yard gate found at
Cuernavaca, Old Mexico .when Cortes
had his palace and where some of
the finest examples of old Spanish
architecture are found.
The hotel is to be renamed. The
task of finding a suitable title has
been left to Miss Agnes C. Laut, the
writer, and it is safe to say she will
pick out one that will bring, joy to the
romance-huntintourist's heart. And
also a name which will suit the dignity of the hotel's new magnificence.

certain proposed

From a given amount of wood the

WILSON HEATER
will
with the Hot Blast Down-Draproduce twice as much heat as any
other. It is because the Down-Draconsumes all the fuel and the gases
which arise from it, whereas in other
heaters the gases, which constitute
the burnable part of the fuel, escape
unburned up the chimney. You can
start a fire in ten minutes and hold it
for 36 hours.
Remember, it is fuel cost which
counts.
ft

ft

one-ha- lf

The Wilson saves

one-ha-

lf

ZYiksn

bill,

ftjjBp

Santa Fe Hardware

your fuel

and Supply Co.
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BELIEVE IN DREAMS!

IB

And see yourself in cheap Tailor-Mad- e
Clothes. You can't get any

SWEATERS!

better clothes than we can show
you, no matter what tailor takes
your measure and assists you untli
the last stitch.
No
No
No

Matter How You Get Them

Matter Who Makes It For You
Matter How Much You Pay
There are no better Clothes made

than our

HART SCHAF FNER & MARX

We show all the best models in
Sweaters, with the

SWEATER COAT
easily in the lead, all worsted yarns,
full fashioned, extra heavy knit. We
can match the sweater notion of
every lady or gentleman. ,

Gh&ldfcen's

Sweatees

CLOTH I :S

with 2 pockets,plain cardigan and fancy stitching. Good weight.
BYRON COLLAR

You

get certainty of quality in fabrics, certainty of correct style, certainty of honest tailoring, certainty
of good fit. ;If you don't get them
all we'll give you back your money.

THE HOME OF

Hart Schaf f ner & Marx Clothes
THE BEST OF ALL CLOTHES

THIS

IS THE

ONLY

GET

PLACE

CERTAINTY

AND
IN

THE

ONLY

WAY

1

back to El Paso, 35c. The matter ot
oud dally train from Hermanas over
the El Paso and Southwestern was
also considered and there seems to
be a general demand for this service. The rate on fuel oils was also
discussed at length. The matter in
behalf of the farmers was presented
by Mr. H. E. Vansickle. The contention of the farmers Is in substance:
That a low grade fuel oil should not
bear the rate of the refined oils. At
the present time anything above an
actual crude oil is classified as a refined oil and bears a rate which make
its use here practically Impossible.
Milton S. DuPuy received a wire
Saturday morning from
Michigan
stating that his
boy had
died of cholera infantum.
Mr. DuPuy left at once for Bellevue, Mich.
Messrs. P. M. Ewing and G. W.
Flache of Valentine, Texas, are here
on a prospecting trip.

FLOWERS

in the big band wagon of the Capital
Tailor. If you waht one of those
swell made to measure suits for $25,
come in tomorrow sure and let your
order and make your selection. You
know and everybody knows there is
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
a difference and a big difference be- working for you, for Santa Fe and
tween ready mades and my suits. You the new state

T

OCTOBER

Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have

g

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

want? At Pflueger's of course, for
such a combination.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms in the city, having
all TOodern
coayeniences, Including
electric light, steam heat and baths.
loThe European Hotel, centrally
cated. State Progressive Headquarters in the hotel.
A Striking Window
A front wln-deof Zook's drug store is attracting
urusual attention because of the corn
cure display. "Graphic" is scarcely a
strong enough word to tell what
Mr. Jack Collins, window decorating
artist, has done with a harvest ear
of corn on the cob, old shoes and an
electric sign.
Just to remind you that Sparks'
Vacuum Cleaner cleans your carpet
on the floor as well as your walls and
ceilings. $1.00 per day.
The Enterprise of Seligman Bros.
Co is again demonstrated in the special display of fine house furnishings
at the Palace hotel open to the public Tuesday from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m.
This is a beautiful display of fine
drapery fabrics, table linens, window
laces, fine floor coverings and rugs,
and affords an opportunity to inspect
unusual merchandise without any obligation to purchase.
If one will go barefoot one can
escape corns, but who wishes to go
barefooted? Zook has an easier way
a corn cure!
(
FOR SALE Fine apples $2.50 per
barrel of 150 pounds.
Phone Casner
"
ranch, 1262 W.
Fire at Dunlavy's The fine new
brick residence of Attorney and Mrs.
M. T. Dunlavyp was visited by a fire
which did several hundred dollars'
worth of damage early Sunday morning. The blaze appears to have started from the fireplace in the front room
filling the house with smoke. Neighbors were aroused and they did not
wait for the fire department,
but
threw a stream from a garden hose
onto the blaze, quickly extinguishing

MONDAY,

WE HAVE ALL
TO

CLOTHES!

NATHAN SALMON,

